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1. Introduction

In ll>51) Goldhaber cl al. discovered lh:it p;iirs of equally charged

particles had a higher tendency to be emitted with a Miiall angle between

the particles than had oppositely charged pairs of parlicls [l[ Goldhaber el

al ' s observation has been explained as a consequence of pions obeying

Bose-Kinstein statistics [2\. Since then, theoretical and experimental studies.

the latter using interferonietry. have been conducted

The Bose-Hinstein correlations manifest themselves as an enhanced

probability for identical bosons to be emitted with small relative momenta,

as compared to non-identical particles under otherwise similar conditions

The effect originates in the quantum mechanical interference of [he wave

functions of the particles. It is a consequence of a fundamental physical

principle, namely that the wave function of a system of bosons is symmetric

under particle exchange. This phenomenon influences the wave function

to yield an effective clustering of the particles in phase space, which

clearly illustrates their preference for occupying the same quantum state.

Al least in principle, it is possible to determine the space-time dimensions of

the boson source from the characteristics of the consequent interference

pat tern.

Bose-Finstein correlations, mentioned above, can be employed to explain

observations both at the macroscopic and microscopic levels The original

discovery of interferometry was in astronomy as the Ilanbury-Bro'.vn-Twiss

effect [3]. It is a method which has been used extensively (o measure (he

sizes of various stellar objects using both visible and radio frequency

radiation. The technique used is to detect photons, emitted from different

parts of the distant object, on different telescopes simultaneously.

Contrary to the r.sironomical interference effects occuring proximately

at the detectors, the hadronic interference effect occurs near the source as

the bosons leave the interaction region. Since the characteristic hadronic

interaction time is very short, the space-time description of events in



energy-momentum has to he reconstructed. In addition to extracting the

spatial extension of the boson emitting region, some information can be

obtained on its time evolution. These properties are examined under initial

and final stale conditions. It is of interest to compare results using different

types of incident particles from different interaction samples to observe the

influence of the reaction cross-section on the hadronic interaction regions

[4|. The Bose-Hinstein correlation analysis using data from two independent

experiments. NA34/I (HHLIOS/1) and NA44. was carried out for comparison

studies, e.g., p-A reactions. Since a focusing spectrometer experiment,

namely NA44. can collect data with a higher momentum reconstruction

accuracy at the very small four-momentum transfer region and with high

statistics, this experiment gave more pronounced interferometry effects,

with lower statistical errors.



2. Theoretical bases

2.1. The Correlation Functions on Pions

Figure 2.1; Two particles Hi and It:, with momentum pi ami p . . arc emitted
from the points rl ami r2. These are detected at position xl and
x: . When the two particles are identical, two alternative
indistinguishable histories are possible, drawn with a lull line
and a dashed line respectively.

In order to study the enhanced probability for emission of two identical

bosons, a correlation function C; is generally defined as.

P(PI) * p ( p 2 ) '

P(pi . p:) = two particle probability density.
P(p,) = one particle probability density of particle i.
p, = four momentum of particle i.

The probability of a pion with momentum pi being detected at distance xi

and another pion, p : . at X:. as shown in figure 2.1. can be described by.

P ( p , , p 2 ) = I | \ | r f 2 C x i x 2 ; r, r 2 ) p ( r , ) p ( r : ) d r ( d r 2 ,



R t-

T | i ' l « i x; ; ri r:) = the amplitude for a pion pair produced ai ri ami r;.

measured on the defector at v and \ ; .

In order to treat the case of identical pion pairs for alternative particle

paths, the amplitudes must be added together. Assuming particles fulfil the

following conditions: ( I ) their emissions are uncorrelated. i2> they

propagate as free particles and O> they are bosons the wave function of the

pair can be written:

V p ' ( * i x : ; r , r : ) = ,' ( c ' P ' " " r ' > c ' r - ( x - " r- ( + e ' r " x ' r--' e ' P ( x - r ' ' ) .

This c:\n be compared with the c;ise where it is possible to distinguish the

particles:

Thus, the above equation becomes

(\ RFI- 2 ,
P ( P i ) * P ( p 2 ) = P i ) ( P i . P : ) = I I v y : < x i * 2 • r i > " : ) P < r i > P « r : > l l r i

It follows thai the correlation function can be written:

where

F| 2 = I cxp(iQx) p(x) d4x .

y = ihe lour momentum transfer. Q = pi
I

with a source density given by.

i - r '



where r- = t\ + r* + tj. R- = R^ + Rj + R; and havins a Gaussian distribution of

widlh. R. The corresponding t-oiirier transformation. K with respect l>> I) is:

Using ihis form of H. the inn particle correlation •mction becomes:

C := I +exp(-Q:R:)
= I +expt-Qf RJ1 -Qf Rp
= I + expt-Q; R; - Q; R; - Q; R;)

for one. two and three dimensional presentations, respectively. I'mil now it

has been assumed there is no dynamic correlation between space position

and momentum. In this case, this correlation function should give a value of

2 when Q = 0. This is due to the property of bosons that the probability of a

boson entering a certain state i' twice as likely if a boson already occupies

that state. However, any experimentally observed correlations have not

reached the value of 2 at Q = 0. In order to achieve better correlation

relationships, another parameter. X which is referred as a chaocity or

coherence parameter, was proposed in front of the exponential term in the

above equation [4, 5. 6. 7, 8. 9). In addition, the equation may be multiplied by

a normalization factor. N. and. finally, the correlation function is expressed

as

C 2 = N ( | +JL*exp(-Ctf Rp)

= N(l+X*exp(-Q?Rr-Qf Rf))
= N (I + X*exp(- Q:, R^ - <# R~ • Q; R;))

Using the following definitions:

p _ Pi + P: = K

2'

Then, the energy difference of two particles is written as



E i « : = Pi P: J
E| + E; E, + E>

P:> (Pi P:LV •
' - v <c itEi

where vKl t = Ihe velocity of ihc pair.

Beam ilircciion Beam ilireciion

Figure 2.2; Beam direction respective C*enter-nf-m;iss iransfurmalinn
coordinate diagram.

In the special frame, figure 2.2. where \KK is transversal to Ihe beam

direction (10). there is a relationship i|o . AE = v^.q,, , , , . The advantage »I

this fram is that the lifetime T only couples to one spacial component Q,(). On

Ihe two dimensional analysis, a transversal component is assigned as

"l = °|t)



2.2. Disturbance of the Pion Correlations by Decay
Products from Heavier Mesons

The problem caused by the decay of sevei.il resonances, such as p, o>, r|

and T|\ has been discussed elsewhere [II, 12, 13]. The n-it correlation between

oppositely charged pion resonances of p. ID and r\ influences the two particle

distributions. In addition, the sequential decay of n,' shows a corresponding

effect on the identical charged two pion correlation. The ii' decay gives an

enhancement on the Q correlation in the region of Q < 0.5 GeV. This decay

feature is shown as below.

T|' -> T| K+ TC" ,

r| - » ; i 0
 JI+ K~ .

Therefore, it is not possible to estimate accurately the magnitude of the

contamination in the small relative momenta region in the Bose-Kinstein

correlation. Thus, it is difficult to calculate the Bo:-e-Kinstcin effect.

Copious productions of various loivz-lived resonances, discribed above,

under the present conditions constitute a possible disturbance to the

correlation strength [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, I8|.



3. NA34/1 (HELIOS/1)

3.1.1. Experimental set-up.

Calorimetry
UCAL MAGCAL ULAC UCAL Lead cu r t a in Muon m a g n e t

BOX

---£EE

WALL

'/jr

EM HD BEAU VETO
Iron wall

DC1 DC2 TRD DC3 Sc. pad PCO PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 H3

Electron spectrometer Muon spectrometer

0 m
I

5 m
I

10 m 15 m

H2

Figure 3.1; HELIOS/I (1989) experimental scl-up, schematic views of
detectors used for the lepton experiments.

The HELIOS experiment, NA34, was a fixed target experiment which used

the SPS accelerator at CERN (figure 3.1). The HELIOS was designed to study

the production of leptons [19]. The experiments employed proton and 'on

beams, I6O and 12S [19, 20. 211. This experiment aimed to measure single

charged leptons, e and u, and pairs, e-e, u-^i and e-u, produced in p-A or A-A

collisions. In addition to charged lepton production, measurement of the

missing energy could provide information on energetic neutrinos, and

measurements of secondary particles produced important information



concerning the charmed, prompt, or other sources of such leptons. A

theoretical study suggested the experiment could test at a few percent

accuracy of the e-|a universality, and delect sources of single leptons at the

level of a few per cent of the charm contribution for electrons, and at the

level of 30 % for muons [19]. A background rejection was necessary to study

like-sign as well as unlike-sign pairs. Thus, detectors with high stability and

accuracy were required to accomplish the following tasks; (I) Reliable lepton

identification and charge determination with background at the few per cent

level, (2) simultaneous measurement of electrons and muons, both to check

e-^i universality and to exploit the very powerful c-n correlation, (3)

efficient recognition of pairs of charged leptons so that single charged

leptons may be recognized as such, (4) observation of neutrinos, by missing

momentum and energy detections, at the very best accuracy that the

technique and the practical considerations allow, (5) secondary vertex

measurement to allow a completely independent check of the portion of the

leptons and neutrinos associated with short-lived particles on the bases of

the other measurements, and hence to separate prompt, strange, and charm

signals, (6) ability to trigger on high transverse energy events, in order to

obtain a separate picture of direct lepton production under these

circumstances, and (7) elimination of lepton background at the trigger level.

As a byproduct, events were colTcted for two pion correlation study.

The set-up consisted of four main detector sections [I9|. These were the

target-vertex detector, electron spectrometer, hadron calorimeter and the

muon spectrometer. The Target-Varlex Detector System included the small

target, silicon detection and trigger system. This was followed by two

spectrometers with lepton identifying eomponets: (I) The compact Rlectron

Spectrometer which utilized specific drift chambers with high multi-track

capability, a "weak field" magnet, transition radiators and fast high

resolution liquid argon calorimetry. It was surrounded by a Hadron

Calorimeter, for accurate missing energy measurements. (2) The Muon

Spectrometer, which consisted of a magnetic spectrometer and hadron filter.

More detailed descriptions on these detector components can be found in

references [22, 23]. The signal information from a combination of individual



detector components provided the selective triggers for the operation of the

experiment.

The data used for the Bose-Kinstein study weie collected from three drift

chambers located in the electron spectrometer section with a muon trigger,

explained in references [22, 24), during 1987 and 1988. The main apparatus

used for pion data collection is described below.

3.1.2. Target Area and Beam

Target Strip 1 Strip 2 Si. pad Strip 3

0 cm 5 cm

I_L_L

10 cm

• I .
15 cm

. I .
20 cm

. I .
Figure 3.2; Magnified HELIOS/I target area side view.

The 450 GeV/c2 proton beam was extracted from the SPS accelerator I»

the H8 beamline at the northern experimental area. The beam passed

through a 22 cm hole in an 80 cm thick concrete wall 677 cm upstream from

the target, then through a 20 cm hole in a 40 cm thick iron wall located 452

cm upstream from the target. The SPS vacuum pipe stopped 359 cm upstream

I 0



from the target. The system employed two counters, one large veto counter

made of a 40 cm x 40 cm x I cm (length x width x thickness) scintillator with a

I cm diameter hole and a scintillator based beam counter 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3

cm (length x width x thickness), at 281 cm and 269 cm before the target,

respectively. The beam passed through a 2 cm hole in a 40 cm thick iron

wall, and, finally, a small veto scintillator counter with dimensions 7 cm x 6

cm x 0.4 cm with a 1.5 cm diameter hole, positioned 262 cm and 50 cm

upstream from the target, respectively.

The beam was adjusted as follows: (I) the focus spot was smaller than the

target diameter; »2) due to lack of knowledge of the incoming energy and

insufficient resolution of the outgoing energy measurements during the

qualitative missing energy experiment, the outgoing energy was controlled

by the calorimeters and the upper limit was 16 GeV; (3) the beam rate was low

enough to avoid the space charge build up phenomena in the drift chambers,

which might cause the spacial resolution to deteriorate. Taking these factors

into consideration, the beam was adjusted to a diameter of 30 [im and an

intensity of somewhere between 10 and K)'1 protons per single burst with a

beam stearing accurary of 5 urn. The beam was then focused on the HELIOS

target (figure 3 .2 ) .

The target was a beryllium (or tungsten) wire. Most of the data were

obtained using a wire target with a diameter of 125 urn and a length equal to

10 % of the interaction length. The target was hung from thin wires at both

ends with circular support rings. The target holder was mounted on a

support which was rotated to align the target at an angle to the beam. The

aligment procedure was accomplished using an optical telescope. The tilt

angle between the beam and target was adjusted to be smaller than 0.1 mrad

[23],

The high resolution vertex counter was employed in order to study

lepton production from decaying charm and other short lived particles. In

HELIOS, three silicon strip detectors were used. These detectors were located

8, 14 and 20 cm downstream from the target and were 1.5, 3.0 and 4.5 cm in

diameter, respectively. The readout pitches from these detectors were 50, 100

i I



and 150 um, respectively. Furthermore, the interstrip distance was 25 pm in

all planes. Of the 5600 strips available, in each detector, a total of 1200 were

used. The detector signals were amplified and analyzed using ADCs. The total

charge deposited on the strips was then measured. In order io improve the

linearity of the silicon detector signal, the interstrip resistance was lowered

by adding a thin transverse resistive material on the front surface. As a

result, it was possible to perform the charge division analysis. A more

technical description of these detectors and measurement techniques has

been published elsewhere [25].

A silicon pad detector was placed between the second and the third

silicon strip detectors, which had rectangular pads of different sizes roughly

proportional to the local particle density. It was made of a 300 urn thick

silicon disk 1.5 cm in radius. The detector surface consisted of 400 pads

ranging in size between 0.2 mm x 1.67 mm and 1.67 mm x 6.6 mm. Four pads

in the central region were not used, since they interacted mainly with

particles generated in secondary and higher events. As a result, this detector

covered a range of angles of 10 £ 0 < 100 mrad. The pretrigger signal was

obtained from signals from this detector, when at least three pads were hit.

Detailed information about this detector can be found elsewhere (22, 23, 26,

27].

3.1.3. Drift Chambers and Magnetized Iron
Calorimeter

Up to 20 cm from the target, the precise track finding was accomplished

using the silicon detectors. Due to financial considerations, only a limited

number of these detectors were available. Thus, it was not possible to

measure the full area covering a polar angle of 10 < 0 < 100 mrad. The

average expectation of 10 to 15 tracks in the 0 = 100 mrad cone was calculated

(19]. In order to detect these tracks comfortably within the performance of

the detector, drift chambers were selected to be used in the experiment.

12



The three drift chambers, DC1, DC2 and DC3, and a magnet wen. the main

devices which were used in HELIOS for the measurement of charged tracks

and their moments. These detectors nearly covered the forward hemispere of

the center-of-mass system, which corresponded to a cone out to an angle of (-)

= 100 mrad. in the laboratory frame. Most of the detectors had holes at the

center in order to permit passage of the beam. This made the region below (-)

= 10 mrad. essentially unusable. This resulted in ihe coverage of a total

pseudorapidity region of about 2 units. 3 < n. < 5. [19].

The first chamber (DCI) was placed before the magnet. DC2 immediately

after the magnet, and DC3 further downstream, just before ihe liquid argon

calorimeter. The resolution achieved with the drift chambers under real

running conditions was approximately 120 um on average for each measured

point [23, 28, 29]. This position resolution, together with multiple scattering

and field inhomogeneilies, resulted in an average momentum resolution P-

of about 12 c/r for the relatively weak magnetic field. Since the angular

resolution was very high, it was the resolution of momentum measurements

which determined the resolution of the four-momentum difference, Q. In

these studies, the accuracy in Q was calculated to be ^ = 8 r/r. ie a Q resolution

0
of less than 10 MeV when Q < 100 MeV. The DCI detector also had the ability to

measure the vertical component of the track parameters at the vertex. This

could not be measured using silicon detectors. DC2 and DC3 were mainly used

for determining the momenta of charged particles and for tracking. All drift

chambers were constructed to satisfy the following requirements. (1) The

amount of material used was minimized in order to reduce the y conversion

background (taking into consideration radiation effects). (2) These detectors

were designed to delect high track density, up to 20 tracks in a 10 mrad cone.

(3) Using a mixture of 80 7r CO: and 20 7c ethane gas. which has no saturated

drift velocity, these detectors were adapted to be operated at atmospheric

pressure. The detectors had a 120 um spacial resolution and a 600 um two

track separation efficiency. A more detailed description of the drift

chambers and their performance has been published elsewhere [23. 28. 29,

30. 31].

The magnet generated an approximately homogeneous vertical field

13



which covered the entire 100 mrad conical acceptance area. The relatively

weak magnetic field, I B dl = 0.16 T.m, imparted a p,-kick of 54 MeV, over a

distance of 90 cm. The iron magnet was interspaced with scintillutor pla'es,

so that the magnet functions as a part of the calorimelric system.

3.2. Trigger and Data Samples

A detailed description of the different kinds of triggers which have

been used in HELIOS experiments has been published previously [22, 24, 32,

33].

The data for the beryllium target was collected by a general muon

trigger using information from Ihe muon spectrometer hodoscopes which

detect only selected interactions. This resulted in a slightly enhanced

multiplicity as compared to the interaction trigger. A total number of 35275

events were collected (table 3.1). From these data, a mean multiplicity of 5.9

charged tracks was observed. The data from both sample sets were analyzed

using the same criteria.

Number of events Mean multiplicity
AU tracks 35275 5.86
Tracks under 2 S multiplicity i 8 30074 5.12

Tracks under 8 1 multiplicity £ 14 8211 9,32

Table 3.1; Number of events and mean multiplicities under different
multiplicity restrictions (p-Be sample)

AT interaction (rigger, i.e. more than a minimum number of pads in the

the silicon pad detector close to Ihe target, was used to collect the data sample

containing 4850 events from a tungsten target (table 3.2). Using standard

I 4



track criteria, the mean multiplicity seen in the detector was 7.4 charged

tracks.

File #1

Number of events = 1597

Number of tracks in drift chamben 1/2/3 dismissed due to condiäon and in % of total number

of track candidates

1 4848 60.0% No fit. not written to output

2 176 2.2% 0 < P m < 2 0 0 G e V / c

3 8S3 10.6% dp/p1 > 0.01 or dp/p2 < 0.0005

4 1506 18.6% 3.08 <p r ^< 5.08

5 693 i .6% r2 transverse ai target > 0.40 cm2

6 8076 Total number of oack candidates

File #2

Number of events = 1632

Number of tracks in drift chambers 1/2/3 dismissed due to condition and in % of total number

of track candidates

No fit, not written to output1 4812 59.7%

2 181 2.2 %

3 892 11.1%

4 1535 19.0%

5 642 8.0%

6 8062

0<P l o (<200GeV/c

dp/p2 > 0.01 or dp/p2 < 0.0005

3.08 <p I i p < 5.08

r2 transverse at target > 0.40 cm2

Total number of track candidates

File #3

Number of events • 1621

Number of tracks in drift chambers 1/2/3 dismissed due to condition and in % of total number

of track candidates

No rlt, not written to output1 4667 58 8 %

2 181 2.3%

3 894 11.3%

4 1513 19.0%

5 688 8.7%

6 7943

0<P B I <200GeV/c

dp/p2 > 0.01 or dp/p2 < 0.0005

3.08 <pr l | ,< 5.08

I2 transverse at target > 0.40 cm2

Total number of track candidates

Table 3 .2; Specification lists of p-W files.

I 5



3.3. HELIOS Analysis

3.3.1. Single Particle Acceptance

The multiplicity and rapidity distributions of positive and negative

particles from p-Be reactions are shown in figure 5.3 and 3 .4 . The

distributions are very similar for the various charged particles, with a

central plateau in the range 3.2 < ylab < 4.0. of ^n-= 1.5, and fall off in the

dy

acceptance and projectile fragmentation regions. Figure 3.5 shows the

transverse momentum, pt, distribution of both negative and positive particles

from the central region in rapidity. A loss of low pi particles due to poor

acceptance is expected. This is evident in a comparison of. for example ISR

data in the central region f?4]. In this case, the momentum resolution is not

unfolded. The transverse momentum distribution in the p-W reaction is very

similar to the p-Be distribution shown in figure 3.6. The large size of the

tungsten nucleus results in larger particle densities. The single particle

distributions in pi resemble those of general p-p events.

L j J . . . . J —
5 '0

Figure 3.3; Distribution of charged particle multiplicity on p-Be data set.

I ft
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2.S 3 J5 < S 5 55 J 5 « ' 5 5

Figure 3.4; Rapidity distributions within 0.1 < pt < 2.0 GeV.

\

1/
J

:i

I

-vi
10

0 02 0.4 C6 CS 1 ' 2 14 ' 6 i ' s " 2 o ',2 Ö <' ' ' : " i 03 I
..J

! 2 ' 4 t 6 18 2
P! GeV/c1

Figure 3.5; Transversal momentum distribution of p- Be data set within
3.2 < yrap < 4.0.
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I

•4...

•o t •><?-.

'5=? c: 5-J "«v, cp c ; yc«" =

Figure 3.6; Comparison of the transversal momentum distribution of p-Be and
p-W data from HELIOS/1.

3.3.2. Two Particle Acceptance

The Bose-Einstein effects are directly proportional to the two particle

acceptance effect whereas the one particle acceptance effect is divided out

by using a reference sample mixing event technique. In order to study two

particle separation, it was necessary to investigate the effect of All", the

square of the space separation value (AD- = Ax2 + Ay2), in DC2 and DC3. by

taking the ratio between events and the reference distribution constructed

using mixing events techniques. The minimum two particle separation

measurable in these drift chambers is approximately I mm. At separation

distances greater than 3mm, where the efficiency is still 25 % lower than the

maximum value, the resolution efficiency rises slowly with the track

separation and reaches a maximum value at a separation of 30 mm. This

corresponds to the size of a drift cell [29J. Af)' in the central region of DC2

1 8



was calculated for straight tracks only passing through 1)C2 and D O . ie. after

the dipole magnet. The ratio histograms of the -- and ++ combinations do not

show a region of lower acceptance (figure 3.7) However, it is evident that

the first bin is influenced by double tracks, ie. a single particle passage

being reconstructed as two different tracks. A detailed studs imposes a cut on

AD2. J D " > 0.25 cnr.

• 1 . . . . t . . . . . t . . . . 1 . . . . I A _,. J, J _ I 4

0.4 O.fl 1.2 ' 6 2 2 *

1 m tft«m*f>ae' Oc; (ee

0.4 0 8 ' 2
1 . . . j . !

Figure 3.7; Two track separation efficiency in DC2 in term of square value of
the two particle separation in space.

The efficiency of (he two (rack reconstructions was analyzed as a

function of the distance to the beam. The track density was plotted against

AD : i > +> and AD2' ' measured at (he entrance to the drift cells of DC2. In order

to investigate whether the two track acceptance was more efficient within

the lower track density far from the beam, a study was performed in which

the x and y coordinates were restricted to a distance greater than 4 cm from

the center of the beam. No difference was found.

From the AD2 histogram for DC I. it is evident that there is a depletion of

low AD : values, figure 3.8. The tracks in DC I are a mixture of tracks
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observed and those not observed in DC I but tilled lo a position in IK" I during

(he track reconstruction. It is important to measure only tracks passing

through only DC2 and D O . ie. not demanding a measurement in DC I. in order

to include all Ihe interferomelry effect, otherwise the particle correlation

function is depleted at low Q values.

-, r> n r
ilJ

J

1

1 n
i !

( J J

L

Figure 3.8; Two (rack separation efficiency in DC I.

3.3.3. One Dimensional Correlation Results

The four-momentum differences Q for all doubly charged combinations

within an event were calculated assuming all charged particles to be pions.

A reference distribution was evaluated with an event-mixing kvhnupie: the

calculation was performed for four differnt events. The reference

distribution was normalized to Ihe same number of combinations in the

i gion Q > O.ft GeV/c. and the ratio of these histograms was calculated. Both

0** «nd Q show an enhancement below Q = 0.25 GeV/e when compared lo the
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reference distributions, figure 3.9. The Q* distribution, figure 3.10,

analyzed in the same way, shows a peak at the first bin, probably due to non-

identified electrons from photon conversions. In order to eliminate the low

efficiency region and double tracks the restriction of ALT > 0.25 cm2 was

applied in the selection of particle combinations, and (he result is shown in

figure 3.11. The curve in figure 3.11 represents the result of a fit to the

standard equation:

where Ci is the two particle correlation function. N a normalization constant.

A. a parameter describing the strength of the correlation, and R a parameter

of dimension fermi describing the width of the correlation and mostly

referred to as the radius parameter.
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Figure 3.9; The Q+* and Q" ratio histograms without restriction.

The results of this fit are shown on table i.3 . The data were also fitted

to this equation using the restriction AD2> 1.0 cm 2 , and Al) :> 2.0 cm2 . The

tesulting parameters were identical to those for AD2> 0.25 cm 2 , within

statistical error. Since ++ and -- combinations give consistent results these

were considered together, figure 3.12. Furthermore, no additional
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f a c t o r ( l . + T Q ) is needed in the above correlation function to describe the

data. After this analysis, a difference is found between p-Be and p-\V data:

the radius parameter R = 1.17 ± 0.08 fernii for p-Be data, whereas R = 1.88 ±

0.30 fermi for p-W data. The \ parameter is 0.18 ± 0.02 and 0.51 ± 0 . 1 1

r e s p e c t i v e l y .

^v/M*1

0 25 OS 0.75

Figure 3.10; TheQ ratio histogram.
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Figure 3.11; TheQ** and Q ratio histograms with AD2 > 0.25 cm2 restriction.
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X2 / NDF

no restriction 96.6 / 47

AD2 2 0.25 cm2 42.3/47

AD'2 1.0 cm2 47.3/47

AD'2 2.0 cm2 46.6/47

\ R tfcrmi) N

0.26 ±0.04 1.37 + 0.12 0.99 ± 0.004

0.21 ±0.03 1.24 ±0.12 0.99 ± 0.004

0.23 ±0.03 1.30 ±0.12 0.991-0.004

0.24 ±0.04 1.29 ± 0.12 0.99 ± 0.004

O +•» wilh three parameter fit

X2/NDF X R (fcrmi) N

norestriction 91.3/47 0.18 ±0.03 1.12±0.11 0.99 ± 0.004

AD'2 0.25 cm' 44.0/47 0.15 ±0.02 1.05 ±0.11 0.98 ± 0.004

AD'2 1.0 cm' 46.2/47

AD'2 2.0 cm' 48.9/47

0.18±0.03 1.0910.11 0.99±0.004

0.20 ±0.03 1.12 + 0.10 0.9910.004

T a b l e 3 . 3 ; Pa ramete rs obta ined by a Gauss ian curve lit on p-Be data set with

different AD" c u t s .
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r
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Figure 3.12; The ratio histogram olQ*+ and Q added dala with Air > 0.25 em :

restriction.
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The NA44 experiment was primarily designed to measure the Bose-

Einstein effect accurately. A focusing spectrometer was employed for these

studies, rather than a flat field configuration such as NA34. The focusing

spectrometer concept was chosen to be a suitable method for extracting data

from the high particle multiplicity environment in the high energy heavy

ion collision experiments [35, 36]. This was because the technology used in

the focusing spectrometer was superior, and the magnets needed for this

system were available. The advantage of the focusing spectrometer is that

the particle momentum can be determined from the particle position on the

detectors. With a measurement of the particle velocity, the particle can then

be identified from its mass. It is difficult to measure two particle

interferometry on pairs of identical particles because the incident rate of

two interfering particles is normally low. These measurements can still be

performed, however, due to the triggering possibilities of the focusing

spectrometer set-up, which make it possible to achieve high statistics and

good resolution at low four-momentum difference, Q. In addition, the better

resolution at low Q permits the study of interactions at low Q values. The

acceptance is large enough to allow the study of two-particle correlation

functions.

The NA44 spectrometer is shown in figure 4.1. Two kinds of beam and

angular spectrometer settings were employed for these experiments. The

beam settings were either 450 GeV/c2 for proton-nucleus collisions or 200

GeV/nucleon for S-nucleus collisions with the Be, S and Pb targets. The

spectrometer angle settings used were 44 and 88 mrad angle between the

central line of the beam propagation and the central axis of the magnet. It

sweeped over a small acceptance area. By looking at this region of phase

space, it was possible to detect a few particles at a time. The Cerenkov

detectors were employed to distinguish between 7t. K and p and to distinguish

between e and K, The advantage of the NA44 trigger system was that these

Cerenkov detectors are used in the trigger in either "veto" or "required"

mode. Furthermore, the efficient) of detection of particle pairs was

essentially constant with their angular separation. The detectors employed

in the NA44 experiments will be described later in (his chapter.
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4.1. Magnet System

Three dipole magnets, namely Dl, D2 and D3, and ihree superconducting

quadrupoles, Ql, Q2 and Q3, were employed in these experiments. The first

two dipoles selected the momentum and the third was used by the

spectrometer together with the MWPC e lec tors tor the momentum

calibration. The quadrupoles were positioned such that the momentum of the

particle could be calculated from its position on hodoscope #1 (described in

section 4.3). Only one charge state of particles could be detected in the

spectrometer at a time. The momentum range selected by the spectrometer

covered a band which corresponded to ± 20 Vc of the nominal momentum

setting. For example settings of 4 GeV/c2 and 8 GeV/c2 accepted tracks in the

momentum ranges 3.2 < p < 4.8 GeV/c2 and 6.4 < p < 9.6 GeV/c2, respectively

[36], The angular coverage was approximately -0.3° to 4.5° in the horizontal

plane and ± 0.3° in the vertical plane.

4.2. Target Region
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Figure 4.2; Schematic view of the NA44 target area.



4.2.1. Beam Counters

The beam rate and time-of-flight start signal were determined using

three different beam counters: A Cerenkov type beam counter (labeled CX)

and a scintillating fiber beam counter (labeled BCF) were employed for the

relativistic heavy ion beam experiments. For the proton beam experiments

another scintillating beam counter was employed (figure 4.2).

4.2.2. Cerenkov type Beam Counter (CX)

c x i CX2

S-beam

N2 gas

PMT

TTpi f
\
T T

f '
Cherenkov light]

LlirJ

veto
counter

¥
40cm

Figure 4.3; Schematic view of a Cerenkov beam counter (CX).

Two sets of gas Cerenkov counters, shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. were

used in the NA44 experiment. These detectors were based upon the following

principle: In the case of the gaseous radiator, even for ultra-relativistic

ions, the emission angle of the photon should be very small. Thus, most of
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the emitted photons could be easily collected on photomultiplier tubes using

very simple optics. Since the ion and photon beams were travelling nearly

at the speed of light in a vacuum, this allowed a virtually instantaneous

response. Due to the drastic increase in radiation dumuge that results from

using high charge number ions, the beam counter for the heavy ion

experiment needed adequate resistance to radiation. On the CX detector,

radiation damage was greatly reduced by allowing nitrogen gas to circulate.

The design of this detector, and its small effective material thickness

compared to other types of solid detectors [37, 38, 39, 40], effectively reduced

unnecessary background photon noise. The performance of this detector

was studied with sulphur ions of 200 GeV/nucleon (figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4; Performance characteristics of a Cerenkov beam counter.

At a beam intensity of 2 x 10 ions/sec, the average intrinsic time resolution

and the average width of the pulse height distribution were determined to be

36 psec and 6.3 r/c, respectively. The CX measured the sulphur ions just in
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front of the target. Additionally, the CX was capable of counting the number

of ions, in the region of 10 ions/second, in order to determine whether the

beam was stable. Furthermore, it had the capacity to discriminate

contaminating ions, which had a different charge number from that of the

desired ions. Both construction and performance details can be found

elsewhere [41].

4.2.3. Scintillating Fiber Beam Counter (BCF)

The second type of beam counter employed in the relativistic heavy ion

experiments was the scintillating fiber beam counter [42], named BCF. It was

located 3.0 m in front of the target (figure 4,2). The BCF consisted of

thirteen pairs of 1.5 mm diameter scintillating fibers. These were formed

into a double layer in the beam sensing region. There were photomultiplier

tubes connected to both ends of each pair of fibers. In order to protect the

scintillating fibers from radiation damage, nitrogen gas was circulated while

the detector was in operation. The counter was determined to have an

intrinsic time resolution of approximately 85 psec after applying the slewing

correction. This detector, as well as the CX, was capable of identifying and

eliminating contaminating ion beam? by varying the time-of-flight cut. The

signals from this detector could be used to ensure the data quality during the

offline analysis.

4.2.4. Scintillating Beam Counter for p-A

The two beam counters described above required the generation of large

numbers of photons. These counters, therefore, could not be used for proton

beam detection. Thus, a conventional beam counter was used, This counter

was made of a 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm (length x width x thickness)

scintillator held between two light guides and photomultiplier tubes. It

replaced the BCF when the p-A experiments were performed. It was not
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possible to suppress the output signal from the electric circuit on the

photomultiplier tubes using external boosters. Hence, the upper limit on the

beam intensity lor this detector was determined to be 15 million protons per

spill. Beam intensities above 15 million protons per spill caused the output

signal of the photomultiplier tubes to sag. Since p-A experiments were

running on approximately 13 million protons per a spill, this limitation did

not adversely effect our ability to monitor the proton beam intensity.

4.2.5. Veto Counters

To ensure the incident beam was of minimal cross section on the target,

a veto counter was placed in front of the target. The purpose of this detector

was to eliminate any unfocused part of the beam, and focus the beam on the

target. There were two veto counters employed in the NA44 experiment. One

was placed just after the CX counter and consisted of a I cm hole in a 10 cm x

10 cm x I cm (length x width x thickness) scinlillator, which was glued

between a pair of light guides and pholomultiplier tubes. Both

photomultiplier tubes were covered with soft iron shielding to protect them

from signal distortion caused by the magnetic field of the first dipole

magnet. The other veto counter was located at the edge of the first dipole

magnet, in front of the target (figure 4.2). It had a 2 mm hole in a

scinlillator and was glued to a long light guide and a single photomultiplier

tube which was also protected with a soft iron magnetic shield.

4.2.6. Target System

The target was immobilized on the target holder. The holder had a

carriage that could be driven pneumatically between two positions: beam on

the target and beam off the target. The device was located on the plate with

the second veto and the time-zero (TO) counters. It was positioned on the

plate with dowel pir.s which permitted accurate relocation. The vertical
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plane through the dowel pins and the center of the target was perpendicular

to the beam (figure 4.2).

The various targets were mounted in "Rohacell" cylinders which were

held in place by aluminium rings [43]. The target could be mounted by

sliding it vertically into the movable carriage when the target holder was in

the beam off position. Targets used for p-A data analyzed in this thesis had

the following dimensions: The beryllium target had a diameter of 10 mm and

thickness of 9.93 mm. Both sulphur and lead targets had a diameter of 10 mm

and thickness of 10 mm.

4.2.7. Time zero (TO) Counter

The time zero (TO) counter was located just after the target in the first

dipole magnet, as shown on the figure 4.2. It consisted of several 3 cm x I

cm x 0.5 cm (length x width x thickness) scintillator rods positioned between

a pair of long curved light guides. The light guides navigated the light

toward two photomultiplier tubes located above and below the yorks on the

dipole magnet. Both photomultiplier tubes were protected with three layers

of magnetic shielding. Couplings between the phoiomultiplier tubes and the

light guides were made mechanically with springs, and the junctions were

filled with optical grease.

The initial tests were carried out on AGS at the BNL. The time-of-flight

resolution in these experiments was approximately 80 psec with respect to

the beam counter. This counter was used in the triggering device as a start

counter. The trigger scheme was modified between relativistic heavy ion

beam and proton experiments (more details in section 4.7).
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4.2.8. Silicon Pad Detector

JURA
Figure 4.5; A view of a Silicon pad detector.

The silicon pad detector was located just after the TO counter. It was

employed to determine the centrality of a collision by measuring the

multiplicity of secondary particles. This 300 urn thick detector was a sphere

with a diameter of 6.7 cm. having a I cm central hole. It consisted of 192 pads

in X rings and 24 angular wedges as shown in figure 4.5. The secondary

particle density was kept at approximately I per pad by increasing the width

of the rings to ensure a constant pseudorapidify, n [2ft. 21}. Il was positioned

perpendicularly to the beam so that the beam passed through the center of

the detector. The detector was employed to measure the charged particle

distribution with In acceptance in the range of 1.5 < n, < 3.3. The electrical

signals from the detector were passed to the preamplifiers, then to the

intermediate amplifiers, then to the shaping amplifiers, and finally to the

ADCs. Accordingly, the signal-to-noise ratio, which is defined as the ratio of

the energy loss of a minimum ionizing particle to the RMS wicllh of the

pedestal, was more than 10. During the data preparation for the event
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multiplicity calculation, it was necessary to subtract pedestals and to gain

match the pads. The energy loss spectrum from single particles passing

through a silicon pad detector is described by a Landau distribution

convoluted with a Gaussian distribution, such as I L(y) G(x - y) dy. where

L(v) 's 'he Landau distribution and QJX . ,,) is a Gaussian distribution [44].

Here, the value y is defined as the ADC count and x is the width of the

function within the ADC channels. Because of the finite size of the pads, it

was possible for two or more particles to pass through a pad simultaneously.

This effect becomes significant for high multiplicity events. The energy loss

spectrum was then described by a summation of Landau convolutions.

4.2.9. Forward Calorimeter

The forward calorimeter was placed in the gap of the first clipole

magnet. It was made of one hundred I mm diameter silica quartz libers

inserted into a 30 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm (length x width x thickness) lead block

radiator. The signal was used in the trigger. The central trigger logic

eliminated all events which gave a signal from this detector, in order to

select "head-on" collisions by missing energy. The data was not used for the

analysis in this thesis.

4.3. Scintillator Hodoscopes

The spectrometer used three highly segemented scintillator hodoscopes,

namely HI, H2 and H3. divided into 50, 60 and 50 vertical slats, respectively.

The dimensions (length x width x thickness) of the scintillalors for these

hodoscopes were 20 mm x I mm x 28 mm, 200 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm and 220 mm x

10 mm x 13 mm, respectively. The dimensions of the light guides were 140

mm long fish-tail type for HI. curved 200 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm rods for H2 and

30 mm x 10 mm x 13 mm rods for H3. Photomultiplier tubes were mounted on
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bolh ends of each scintillator element to optimize the time-of-flight

resolution and to allow determination of the vertical position of each

particle, calculated from the time difference between top and bottom

pholomultiplier tubes. In addition, three finger counters consisting of I cm

x I cm long rod scinlillators were placed horizontally on the side of each

hodoscope. Data consisting of hits on both these finger counters and

hodoscope slats were used to calibrate the vertical position timing on each

slat of each hodoscope. Thence, the resulting vertical position resolution was

determined to be better than I cm. The performance of prototypes of these

hodoscopes has been demonstrated previously [45].

The HI was set on a momentum focal plane in the upstream magnetic

system at 5 degrees with respect to the central line of the spectrometer. The

distance of the center of HI from the target was 9.42 m. H2 .ind HI were

located at 13.88 m and 18.35 m downstream from the target, and bolh were

placed perpendicular to the central line. The actual time resolutions of the

detector systems were about 75 psec for the relativistic heavy ion beam

experiments and approximately 120 psec for the proton beam experiments.

The CX counter, which has very fast time resolution, and TO counter were

used as start counters for the relativistic heavy ion beam experiments and

for the proton beam experiments, respectively. Thus, the time resolution

difference was caused by different start counter performance. The

calibration method and further details about the experimental setup can be

found in section 4.8.

4.4. Cerenkov Counters

Two Cerenkov counters were employed in the NA44 experiment. These

were located between HI and H2. In order to identify the types and numbers

of particles, the PID Ccrenkov, named Cl, was designed. The radiator was 46

cm in diameter and 66 cm in length. Freon 12 was used as the radiator gas.

and Cl is characterized in tablet .I .
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Cerenkov #

1

1

2

2

Gas

Fieon 12

Freon !2

N:/Ne(!5%)

N2

Pressure

1.4 atm

2.7 atm

1.0 atm

1.3 atm

Threshold E

9.2 MeV

6.6 MeV

23.0 MeV

19.0 MeV

7t

2.5 GeV

1.8 GeV

6.3 GeV

5.3 GeV

K

8.9 GeV

6.4 GeV

22.2 GeV

18.3 GeV

Proton

16.9 GeV

12.1 GeV

42.2 GeV

34.8 GeV

Table 4.1; Cerenkov threshold settings with different gasses and
pressures.

Electrons produced in the primary collisions from the internal and

external conversion of photons could disturb the measurements. Therefore,

it was necessary to eliminate the effect of electrons at all momentum settings

of the spectrometer by employing a Cerenkov veto. For this purpose the

second Cerenkov, named C2, was designed, and placed just behim' Cl. The C2

was a cylindical radiator 60 cm in diameter and 230 cm in length. It was

operated either with nitrogen mixed with 15 r/' neon gasses at 1.0 atmosphere

or with pure nitrogen gas at 1.3 atmospheres. Both Cerenkov counters used a

MgF2 mirror and a photomultiplier tube five inches in diameter, The

performance of these detectors with different gas mixtures and pressure

settings is shown in table 4.1.

The Cerenkov detectors were employed to distinguish between particles

in combination with the time-of-flight measurement between the TO counter

and the third hodoscope, H3. These detectors were used in veto or

"required" mode as triggers for differnt types of particle. Furthermore,

signals from the Cerenkov detectors were also used in the offline analysis.
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4.5. Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers

PtMm Input 10 bar atv nut***

Figure 4.6; Shcmutic view of a multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC).
(seen in the downstream direction)

Four multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPCs) were employed. Two

were placed between H2 and H3, the third was placed between dipolc #3 and

the fourth between the stack in the uranium scintillator calorimeter. The

MWPCs were used to perform the momentum calibration on the spectrometer.

The MWPC sensing device measured 384 mm x 240 mm (figure 4.6), and

contained 192 vertical sensing wires (20 urn diameter) evenly spaced in an

area 2 mm by 240 mm. Even and odd wires were alternatively read out by the

PCOS2 electronics located in the upper and lower frames of the chambers.

Each of the wires was connected to an amplifer and a discriminator chain.

The output was controlled by a pretrigger with a time window of 300 nsec.

There were in addition 96 horizontal strips 5 mm in width and 256 mm in

length. The read out was controlled by two 3 AMPLEX chips (amplifier and

multiplexer) located at both edges of the frame. Each chip performed the

sequential analog measurements using the signals delected by the 96 strips

in the multiplex mode obtained from the CAMAC based readout system called

DRAMs. When a particle passes through the wire chamber, the maximum

pulse height was obtained after 600 nsec. In addition, within this period an

event trigger could be generated. These signals were forwarded to the
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AMPLEXes which held the current charge per channel and started the

multiplexing. More technical details can be found elsewhere [46, 47, 48].

4.6. Uranium Scintillator Calorimeter (UCAL)

Figure 4.7; A view of an uranium scintillator calorimeter (UCAL) module.

Since it was impossible to differentiate muons from pions using the

time-of-fiight measurements obtained from the spectrometer, a uranium

scintillator calorimeter, UCAL, was used to veto leptons. It was located at the

end of the spectrometer. The UCAL system had nine stacks of six 20 cm x 20

cm towers (figure 4.7). A tower was made of two sections [49], On the front

face of a tower was an electromagnetic (EM) section made of 10,2 mm thick

U238 plates interleaved with 2.5 mm scintillator plates. It had 6.4 radiation

lengths or 0.23 interaction lengths. Behind this section, there was a

hadronic section made of 3 mm thick U2.1K and 5 mm thick Cu plates, in the

ratio of 2 U plates for I Cu plate, for a total of 114 layers of absorber. The
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interaction lengths were 4.0 for 3 mm U2.'x and 3.8 for 5 mm Cu plates,

respectively. Polymethylmethacrylate was chosen as scintillutor material,

with POPOP as scintillutor agent. Incident signals were read out through

scintillutor plates on two sides via six independent 2 mm thick plexyglass

wavelength shifter bars connected to photomultiplier tubes mounted on the

hadronic end of the stacks. The charge integrated ADC signals were collected

and used for analysis. UCAL detects electrons in the RM section and ntuons in

the hadronic section, since muons are minimum ionizing particles.

Moreover, pions can be detected in both sections of the stacks. These

particles could therefore be identified by analyzing the output signals from

the UCAL during the subsequent offline analysis. Since applying a cut on

the ratio of the electromagnetic energy to the total energy of less than 0.3

had been shown to reduce electron contamination [50]. the UCAL data was

only used to reject electrons from certain data sets. The uranium noise was

used to calibrate the UCAL. Details of the apparatus and its performance have

been described 123, 49, 50, 51, 52].
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4.7. Trigger and Data Acquisition

4.7.1. General Trigger Scheme

Figure 4.8; A main NA44 trigger circuit diagram.

The scheme employed the standard trigger used in proton beam

experiments. The block diagram of the NA44 trigger system is shown in

figure 4.8. For the p-A experiments, the TO counter was used as a start

counter. However, for the relativistic heavy ion beam experiments, the TO

was replaced with a CX counter. In this case, only the TDC gates were used in

the trigger. The selection of minimum bias or central triggering was

determined by the FCAL signal. The signals from the upper photomiiltipliers
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located in the three scintillator hodoscopes were connected to the trigger

system. Finger counter runs were performed in order to calibrate vertical

hit positions of single particles on each of the individual hodoscope slats. For

these special runs only finger counter signals from e ch hodoscope were

required (see more technical details in sections 4.3 and 4.N). Two Cerenkov

counters were also used in the trigger. The settings employed in these

studies have been described in the Cerenkov section. Table 4.2 shows the

types of particles which are selected for using the various trigger settings

and radiator conditions. The term ••required" referred lo the fact that all

particles above the pedestal values were detectable. When the trigger was set

to "veto" only events within the pedestals were accepted. However, particles

not of interest could be neglected during the offline analysis by using the

mass square cut explained in section 4.10.1.5.
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P = 8 GeV setting, Cl pressure = low, C"2 pressure = low

C:\Ci Veto Ignored Required

Veto K&P K&P X

Ignored K & P

Required

P = 8 GeV setting, Cl pressure = high, C'2 pressure = low

C:\Ci

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

P

P

K

Ignored

K & P

K

K

Required

K

Ji

K

P = 8 GeV setting, Cl pressure = low, C*2 pressure = high

C2\Cl

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

K & P

K & P

Ignored

K & P

n

K

Required

X

it

P = 8 GeV setting, Ci pressure = high, C: pressure = high

C2\Cl

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

P

P

'7

Ignored

K & P

71

7t

Required

K

71

Tt

Table 4.2; Cercnkov performances and particle selections (for X GeV/c :

setting).



P = 4 GeV setting, Ci pressure = low, C2 pressure = low

C2\Cl

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

K&P

K&P

?

Ignored

Jt

71

Jt

Required

7C

Jt

Tt

P = 4 GeV setting, Ci pressure = high, C2 pressure = low

C2\Cl

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

K&P

K & P

7

Ignored

it

71

7t

Required

7t

7t

7t

P = 4 GeV setting, Ci pressure = low, C2 pressure = high

C2\Cl

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

K & P

K & P

7

Ignored

7t

7t

7t

Required

u

n

71

P = 4 GeV setting, Ci pressure = high, C2 pressure = high

C2\Cl

Veto

Ignored

Required

Veto

K & P

K & P

7

Ignored

7t

71

Jt

Required

7t

Jt

Jt

Table 4.2; Cerenkov performances and particle selections (for 4 GeV/c2

( c o n t i n u e ) setting).
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4.7.2. Data Acquisition and Readout System

CAMAC

NORD terminal

Tape driver

Mac #1

LOCLAM
database
of all
readout
channels

Power supply

CAMAC

VME

Mac #2

Magnets

Kxperimental data

DANFYSIK

Photomultiplier
tubes

Mac #3

Mac #4

Figure 4.9; Schematic representation of NA44 data acquisition and readout
system.

A schematic of the NA44 data acquisition and readout system is shown in

figure 4.9, The system was based on the CAMAC system and linked via the

CAMAC controller to Macintosh computers through the MatVee in VMH and a

MICRON card in the NUBUS. The data was stored in a buller in the VMH and
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written to the IBM cartridge during the off-spill. The signals were sent from

the MacVee on the VME via the MICRON card to the Macintosh for

monitoring. The Macintosh on-line program picked up events from the

buffer (see next section). The analysis was performed every 6.5 msec, due to

limitations in the 16 bit bus system. Moreover, a 50 % delay time was set for

the relativistic heavy ion experiments. The SPS H4 beamline supplied the

secondary beam with characteristics of 4 sec per spill and 4 spills per minute.

The triggering mechanism was incorporated into the data acquisition

system. This allowed the magnet and Cerenkov setting parameters as well as

the target selection to be determined on screen. These values could be

compared with values from the database, which simplified their selection.

All magnets and slits were activated from the NORD computer terminal. The

high voltage setting on each photomultiplier tube on all hodoscopes was

controlled and diagnosed from the terminal in the counting room.

4.7.3. Online Monitoring

From
CAMAC

Printer

To tap*
medium

^ Gateway
toCERNVAX

Allhlif- Event Di»ptoy Monitoring gup Control
Monitoring HV Control Debug Readout
ENDIS XY Table
MAC-VAX

Figure 4,10; Diagram of the NA44 Online monitoring system.
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There were a number of different modes designed into the on-line

monitoring system, shown us in figure 4.10.

One was the continuous mode. Using this mode, one could choose any

one of a number of histograms lo plot the data. These could either be chosen

at the beginning of the experiment or at the end of a run. It was also

possible to stop the event flow to the VMK memory and redirect it to a

particular monitor for visual analysis. This allowed the user to accumulate

statistics from different detectors and display them on histograms while the

data was being taken.

The second mode was the event dump. This was employed for detailed

debugging of the data acquisition system or detector problems. Any

problematic segment in the detectors or in the electronics could he identified

using this mode. It proceeded event by event accumulating statistics and

accessed the readout from the system on the CAMACs.

The final alternative was one designed for unexperienced users. This

mode allowed one to spot problems by looking at basic histograms. It also had

an option lo plot data in any one of a hundred fundamental one dimensional

histograms (10 histograms per detector). As in the other modes, it was

possible to display histograms from different detectors during the run.

4.8. Calibration

Because of some performance variation of the hardware during data-

acquisition, it was essential to calibrate each detector segment. All charged

particle trackings were done using information from the three hodoscopes.

Therefore, individual photomultiplier tubes, on both hodoscopes and target

area scintillating detectors, had to be calibrated wilh high precision. All

results were kept on histogram files. The multi-step calibration procedure-

was performed in situ, to overcome the space limitation of the interactive

memory. A five step time-of-flight calibration program, named the "PASS"
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program, was prepared and improved based on the standard method [53, 54].

The purpose of each of the calibration steps is listed in table 4.3.

Calibration step

PassJ

Pass_2

Pass_3

Pass_4

Tasks

TDF1
TDF2
TDF 3

PED + TOF +
ADC

SLW

SLW

ADC + OST +
YOF

Start counter

CX/TO
CX/TO
CX/TO

CX/TO

CX/TO

CX/TO

CX/TO

Trigger

Finger counter & H1 only
Finger counter & H2 only
Finger counter & H3 only

Different physics runs

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

TDF = timing difference constants from the pairing photomultiplier tubes,
PED = pedestal calibration constants on each photomultiplier tubes,
TOF = time of flight from the target to each scintillator slats; TOF = T(Hodo. - TO),
SLW = slew correction and its parameters for individual photomultiplier tubes;

SLWmrrcciion = P( I )/sqrt((ADC + P(2)). where P( I) and P(2) are slewing constants,
ADC = ADC gain calibration constatts from each photomultiplier tubes;

ADCavcragc = SQRT(ADC_UP * ADC.bottom),
OST = offset calibration constants on horizontal direction,
YOF = offset calibration constants on vertical direction.

Table 4.3; Different calibration steps and tasks.

4.8.1. Pass 1

Calculation of the time difference constants, named TDF. required the

particle hit positions on both horizontal and vertical directions. As described

in section 4.3, these consisted of vertically aligned slats and three

horizontally placed finger counters. The data from particles hitting both

finger counters and hodoscope slats were collected and used in the TDF

calibration. This routine calculates the velocities of light in each of the

individual scintillator slats on all three hodoscopes one by one. The exact
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vertical hit positions of each of the particles along a scintillator were

calculated from the TDC signals from both pairs of photomultiplier tubes at

both ends of each individual scintillator slat. The time-of-flight values from

the TO counter to the finger counters on each hodoscopc »ere calculated as

TOF(TO) - (T(T0_lop) -t- T(T0_hottom)>
i

TOF(hodo fin) - LTfh'i^Jj'L-I'S.'l'J _+_ _T(hodo_f_in_left))
~~ 2

TOF((hodo_fin) - TO) = T()F(hodo_fin) - TOF(T())TOI-

where T(A) = time signal at the detector A.

The resulting TDF constants were then picked up in PASS 4 and 5 lo

calculate the velocity of light propagating in the individual scintil lating

slats.

Data with high statistics, consisting of at least 100 K valid p-A events.

were used in order to achieve belter ADC pedestal calibrations on the

hodoscopes, which might influence the accuracy of the physical analysis.

The ADC gain adjustment used in PASS 2, 3, 4 and 5, as well as the constants for

the ADC pedestal values for all the photomulliplier lubes in the hodoscopes, TO

or CX, FCAL and Cerenkov counters were calculated using the PhD routine

The mean values of the time-of-flight of particles detected on each slat

of the hodoscopes were obtained using the TOF routine. These values were

required for the slewing correction and completing in basic diagnostic

histograms in PASS 2 and 4.
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4.8.2. Pass 2 and 3

Because the threshold value was set to the same value tor each of the

photomullipher lubes, it is essential to correct for the different rise time of

the signals from individual photomultiplier tubes. A so-called slewing

correction was applied to achieve better resolution in the time-of-flighl

measurements. The correction parameters were determined employing the

SLW routine. This routine was also used to calibrate the start counter for the

p-A experiments. The slew-corrected time. T™rr. for each photomultiplicr

lube was defined as

where
P|, Pi = constants for each photomuliiplier tube

ADC = (Ä T 7 ^ ^ ^ r ö

The slew-corrected timing properties of the counters were analyzed by

examining three quantities; TOF"rrl(hodo_i'in) - TO). TOF^jhodo^slat) - TO)

and TOF"rr((hodo_s!at)-(hodo_fin)). Finally, the results of this calibration

were investigated by visually checking the result on individual histograms

of individual photomultiplier tubes.

4.8.3. Pass 4

The ADC gain calibration for individual slats and the star! counter uas

performed by the ADC routine using real events from the data. The constants

resulting from these calculations were required for the ADC gain adjustment.

Due to the ADC pulse height dependence on the track angles on the HI. the

resulting ADC normalization parameters were used in the ADC calibration

during the track reconstruction, by means of a clustering procedure.

The time differences between pairs of photonuiftiplicr lubes on each
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end of a slat were essential lor the track finding procedure. The offset • dues

for the time-of-flight of particles detected on each of the slats were

determined using the OST routine. The intrinsic time resolution of each

counter, o(T0), a(hodo_finger) and O(hodo_slat). was deduced from

O((hodo_fin) - TO), O((hodo_slal)-T0) and C((hodo_slat) - (hodojin)) using the

relations,

O2((hodojin) - TO) = O2(hodojin) + <72(TO)

a2((hodo_slat) - TO) = O2(hodo_slat) + a:(TO)

<T2((hodo_.sJat) • (hodoj'in)) = o:(hodo_slat) + (T2(hodoJ'in)

The offset values of the pairs of T DC data for individual slats were

calculated using the YOF routine. The high statistical events detected on the

central finger counters in the hodoscopes were employed in this calibration.

The vertical hit positions along all of the scintillators were calculated using

pairs of TDC data from individual slats together with the YOF constants (see

table 4.3). Using the slew-corrected time difference between

photomultiplier tubes on either end of the scinlillator. the hit position of the

particle was deduced from the relation;

1 * v
T(top) - T(bottom) = ~y- + C

where y = hit position along the scintillator,
Vc|| = effective light velocities (nearly independent of slats, and

between 15 and 17 cm/nsec.)

The constants obtained in this calibration stage were diagnosed in Pass

4.8.4. Pass 5

This stage was developed in order to check the quality of the calibration

results described above. Multiple plots had been derived for the data obtained

from all the photomultiplier tubes and calibration constants. Incorrect
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calibration values could have been obtained for a num'>er of reasons: Errors

could have been caused by some poorly calibrated slats. Alternatively, the

calibration procedure itself could have failed as a result of problems with the

detector hardware or the data acquisition system. The calibration might have

failed even if the diagnostic summary files showed that each stage of the

calibration was complete. Therefore, it was very important to check the

scattered plot results from each of the detectors for all the calibration steps.

Once the calibration process had been completed and checked, the system

could then be used to study physical events.

During each pass operation, all parameter values were checked, and

troublesome slats were refitted with a Gaussian curve to readjust all

necessary constants. As a result. Pass 5 never failed during the p-A

calibration procedure.
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4.9. Track and Momentum Reconstructions

Two different approaches were employed in the study described here. One

was based on the LOOKUP table method using the TURTLE program [55. 56|. and the

other was performed by the TRACKBACK method based on the RAYTRACR program

[57]. Brief descriptions of these methods will be given.

4.9.1. LOOKUP Table Method

Momentum
reconstruction

Figure 4.11; A block diagram of the LOOKUP table method.

The schematic diagram of this reconstruction program is shown in

f igure4 . l l The structure of this method was based on references [58, 59).

The fast event generator, HANSGF.N. was used to generate particles with the

desired momentum. This generator employs geometrical superposition of

parametrized nucleon-nucleon collisions to produce purtii'L-s. For each

spectrometer setting, the possible combinations of track momentum

components with hit positions on the three hodoscopes were simulated by

the HANSGEN and TURTLE programs [60] These values were stored as

separate LOOKUP tables for each setting. During the Monte Carlo simulation
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studies the decay mode switch on the TURTLE program was activated though

it was, of course, not used for the generation of LOOKUP tables. However, the

multiple scattering effects were included for both operations. In the

production of the LOOKUP tables both horizontal and vertical hit positions on

each hodoscope, corresponding ADC values, time-of-flight information and

flight pathlengths were simulated using both the geometry and the

photomultiplier tube pedestal value databases.

In the tracking routine in the program, the TO(TDC) value was checked,

and initially, only events occurring within an acceptable TO(TDC) range

were selected. During the subsequent analysis of the raw data, events with a

hit on a single slat with a valid TO(TDC) value were kept. These events

required at least one hit on each hodoscope to be useful. Track candidates

were selected with hits on H2 and H3 that had valid horizontal values within a

LOOKUP table range and fell within a limit on horizontal information. Ay <

11.2 cm. For each such accepted pair a corresponding hit on the first

hodoscope was sought within a horizontal range given by the LOOKUP (able.

For vertical projection a linear %~ fit was made. The HI slat was accepted if Xy

was below a certain limit, 4.0. The vertical resolution was set to 0.8 for all

hodoscopes.

Track candidates were ordered by the smallest Xy • When a slat was hit

by more than one track, all track candidates were determined, and tracks

with the highest Xy deselected. The deselection gave a high weigh! lo the

vertical information as only Xy w a s use<l to rank the tracks. A typical Xy

distribution is shown in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12; A typical Xy distribution obtained by the LOOKUP table method.

(A broken line is a theoretically expected distribution of Xy

with NDF =1. ) An arrow indicates the Xy 1 • m i t used.

After selecting all possible track candidates, the TDC correction was

carried out using the slewing parameters and the offset values obtained from

the calibration experiments. The horizontal position of the hits was

calculated using the geometry database. The vertical position of the hits was

calculated from the calibration data file. The most suitable horizontal and

vertical track positions were obtained using the linear y} ' '• t 0 t n t ; ""^k ' n

space. The time-of-flight value for each track was calculated after

determining the position on the hodoscopes. First, track candidates were

grouped by whether they had had two or three hits on the same hodoscope.

by means of ordering the multi-track event candidates. Then, if the time-of-

flight values were similar, all available hit combinations were considered.

Finally, the momenta of the tracks were determined by comparing them

with the appropriate LOOKUP table in the momentum reconstruction

program. The resulting track information was transformed into a specific

data format and stored on data suppressed tapes (DSTs). Some details can be

found elsewhere [61],
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4.9.2. TRACEBACK Method

Data

ADC calibration
file on HI

Calibration files

Track finding
with ADC
clustering on HI

Magnet setting
parameters

Momentum
reconstruction
by RAYTRACE

DST

Figure 4.13; A block diagram of the TRACKBACK method.

A schematic diagram of the second approach is shown in figure 4.13.

Both HI and H3 slat positions were easily defined after the geometrical

survey because some slats were externally visible. However, it was

impossible to find the exact slat position on H2, since slats were located inside

the iluminium case, due to construction difficulties. in order to obtain the

maximum number of track candidates, the H2 was aligned on its central axis

with respect to the two other hodoscopes in the track reconstruction

program. Then, a translation in the x direction of 0.13 cm and y direction of

0.03 cm was applied to H2, to yield the maximum tracking efficiency. In the

track reconstruction, the tracks with hits on all three hodoscopes were

selected. All possible combinations of hit points on the hodoscopes were

considered. The X values from each horizontal and vertical combination of

hit points were calculated and arranged in decreasing order. Combinations

with y} values within certain limits were selected. The upper limits for the

horizontal and vertical f} values were determined from clean events with a

single hit on each hodoscopc. Suitable horizontal and vertical thresholds

were calculated by rejecting the lower %*• covering 10% of the single track

X2 distr ibution. The horizontal resolution was given by multiplying the

horizontal slat size by a normalization factor of -—. The corresponding

vertical resolutions were 1.08, 0.90 and 0.80 cm, respectively. A weighted y}
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-, T 3 . 5 Y ; + 4.4yr
was used to rank candidate tracks. This X" W i ' s given by j(~ = —--,--•-

3.5 + 4.4

where the weight factors came from the X2 limits used, xi - ^-4. XC S 3.5.

Details can be found elsewhere (62, 63).

In addition, the data from slat hits on the first hodoscope were clustered

in a special routine using the ADC information in order to remove fake track

events, as explained elsewhere [63, 64). Fake two track events could be

generated by HI , due to a single track hitting more than one slat on HI . and

also H2 and H3. No allowance was made in the calculation for sharing slats on

the second and third hodoscopes.

The momentum reconstruction was then carried out by a tracebacking

program based on RAYTRACK. The main assumption used in the traceback

routine was that the target was reduced to a point. A description of the

program RAYTRACF. has been published elsewhere [57].

This program allowed the hit positions on H3 of selected tracks to be

traced back and checked against hits on HI , H2 and to the target by using the

fourth order Runge-Kutta integration. A geometric restriction of 10 '7r

larger than the actual Cerenkov window size was applied. Afterwards, all

tracks which could be traced back to the target were projected back towards

H3 applying the actual Cerenkov window size restriction to eliminate all

tracks which might hit the Cerenkov radiators directly. The iteration was

made six times to give an accurate and precise track finding procedure and to

eliminate contaminating tracks due to secondary particles produced in the

Cerenkov radiators or the supports.

The momentum reconstruction program required all the parameters

entered for the magnetic, geometric and integration steps. Input files were

carefully prepared containing the horizontal and vertical settings at ft

G e V / c 2 . The spectrometer settings were normalized, for example 4 G e V / c : or

8 G e V / c - settings were normalized to 6 G e V / c : , The scaling factors were

multiplied by the momenta defined for the H3 hit points. And finally, the

track data were suppressed onto tapes (DSTs).
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This tracking method had several advantages and some disadvantages.

Firstly, it was possible to calculate the particle trajectories in the magnetic

fields more accurately by performing fine integrations with a small step size.

It was also possible to define the path length for each individual particle as it

travelled through the spectrometer. In contrast, the first method could only

define the mean flightpath length of particles because matricies were used

in the calculations. Thus, the latter approach, based on the RAYTRACE

program, produced track information with more precise time resolution,

which later influenced the particle identification. The momentum

calculation errors caused by the integration in the RAYTRACH program were

estimated to be approximately I MeV/c [65].

However, the main disadvantage of this method is that it requires a

tremendous amount of CPU time, in the order of ten times more than the first

method. Employment of this method requires special allocation of CPU time

or computers dedicated for this purpose.

4.9.3. Comparison Studies of the Two Methods

The comparison of momentum measurements was performed using 6

GeV/c : MWPC data. The mean momentum differences were Apx(TRACEBACK

method - LOOKUP table method) = -5 MeV/c : , Ap> = 0.05 M c V / r and Ap, = 15.3

McV/c2 on reconstructed tracks (66). Since these values are within the

momentum resolution of H3, it can be concluded that both methods provide

rather similar results [67].

On the assumption that the momentum measurements were equally

accurate using either method, the track finding and construction routines of

(he two methods were compared for the p-Be data. The results are shown in

table 4.4. The study showed: (I) The LOOKUP table method reconstructed

many more two track events than the TRACKBACK method. (2) The clustering

algorithm on the LOOKUP table could eliminate approximately 25 9! of two

track events, but it also added I r/r excess two track events reduced from three
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track events. (3) When the clustering algorithm was to the TRACHBACK

melhodthe percentage of events shared with the LOOKUP table method

increased by more than 10 ',;. Since some of the previously shared events

were eliminated, the number of unshared events constructed by the

TRACEBACK method increased about 7 >,',.

^~~~~-——__

The LOOKUP table
method without
c lus te r ing

Shared events on
both methods

The TRACEBACK
method

%

43

57

%

87

13

The LOOKUP table
method without
c lus te r ing

Shared events on
both methods

The LOOKUP table
method with
c lus te r ing

%

25

75

7c

99

1

The LOOKUP table
method with

clustering

Shared cen ts on
both methods

The TRACF.BACK
method

7c

31

69

7c

^ ^

80

20

Table 4.4; Statistical comparisons on reconstructed two track events by (he
LOOKUP table and the TRACHBACK methods
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4.9.4. The Mixed Method Approach

As a next step, a new program was constructed incorporating the main

features of both methods, I) using a track finding routine with the ADC based

clustering on the first hodoscope, as described for the second method, 2) with

a LOOKUP table momentum reconstruction routine as described for the first

method.

Firstly, the mixed method y} distribution, in figure 4.13, was

investigated and found to be similar to that from the TRACEBACK method.

300D0 [

Figure 4.13; The mixed method 'fj- distribution, IA broken line indicates its

theoretically expected distribution.)

A comparison of this approach with the two methods discussed in

earlier sections, was carried out using a neigbouring slat cut, A ( s l a t ) > I, in

order to eliminate fake two track events due to hits on adjacent slats of the

hodoscopes, see in figure 4.14, [67], Comparison with the LOOKUP table

method with a neigbouring slat cut, A ( s l a t ) > '• showed a very similar Q
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distribution (figure 4.15). In the presence of the neighouring slut cut. the

Q distributions for the LOOKUP table and mixed methods were of different

forms (figure 4.16)

Figure 4.14; I I I slat address differences on reconstructed two Hack events,
(solid line = mixed version with ADC based cliiMeriiij! and
broken line = LOOKUP table method without clustering)
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0.05 01 0 15 02 0 25 03 0 35 0 4 0 45 0 5

Figure 4.15; Histogram of Qinv obtained by the mixed method and LOOKUP
table method with A(slat) > 1. (solid line = mixed version with
ADC based clustering and broken line = LOOKUP table method)

0 05 0 1 015 02 0 25 33 0 : 5 0 » 0 45 C5

Figure 4.16; Influence of A(slat) on the Qinv distribution, (solid line = mixed

version with ADC based clustering and broken line = LOOKUP

table method. A(slat) was used on both cases.)
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The difference in performance between this program and the

TRACEBACK method on the 8 GeV/c : p-Be data set is shown in table 4.5. The

results agreed with 96 9f of the reconstructed tracks obtained using the

second method. However. 4 C7, extra events were created due to not applying

the geometry restriction on the dipole #3.

Since the LOOKUP table method has higher y} l imits than both

TRACEBACK and mixed methods it reconstructed more two track events with

higher fake track probability. Thus, a tighter J(" cut. optimally 2.0. should be

applied. However, comparison of the resulting parameters from the two

particle correlation function on the data from the LOOKUP table ami mixed

me'! .ids showed that both methods gave consistent results within the

statistical errors, table 4.6.

Thus, this new scheme overcame the CPU problem, and achieved more

restrictive tracking with the ADC signal based HI clustering

^ • t - - — _ _ _

The mixed method

Shared events on
both methods

The TRACEBACK
method

%

4

96 100

0

Table 4.5; Comparison of the mixed method and the TRAC'HBAC'K metric

Reconstruction method

LOOKUP table method, A(slat) > 1

Mixed method, A(slat) > 0

Mixed me hod, A(slat) > 1

X

0.31 ±

0.29 ±

0.30 ±

0.01

0,01

0.01

R ( i n

1.68 +

1.76 +

1.71 ±

v)

0.07

0.08

0.08

X2/NDFs

63/47

80/47

79/47

T a b l e 4 .6 ; T w o p ion corre lat ion one dimensional analysis resul t ing
parameters on the events obtained by the mixed and the
L O O K U P table methods. (No correction was appl ied.)
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4.9.5. Selection between the Reconstruction
Methods based on the Particle Identification
on the Hodoscope #3

A difference between the above mentioned methods was the flight

pathlength calculation employed in the beam transport programs [55. 56, 57|.

In the first approach the track lengths were determined by the Tl.'RTLR

program, which is a first- and second-order matrix multiplication computer

program designed to simulate charged particle beam transport systems [55,

56]. Therefore, it was impossible to calculate the exact path lengths of

particles within the spectrometer.

The RAYTRACE program, which was used in the second method, always

starts with the TRANSPORT routine to determine the first- and second-order

parameters. (The TRANSPORT program is also the main frame of the TURTLK

program, and detailed information can be found in reference [55].) The

RAYTRACK program can accomplish finer tuning of the parameters of the

system than the TURTLE or TRANSPORT programs for the following reasons:

During this procedure the first- and second-order parameters are readjusted

slightly, and when dipoles are involved there are also zeroth order

adjustments, i.e.. centerline offsets. The major functions of the RAYTRACR

routine are to calculate higher-order aberrations in the opiics. and to aid in

correcting these aberrations, whenever possible. This program traces a ray

in both free-space and magnetic fields by applying a fourth-order Runge-

Kutta integration wilh appropriate step sizes in the distance. However, since

the program traces one ray at a lime, it requires a considerable amount of

CPU time. Further details can be found in the reference [57]. The program

was modified in order to calculate more rays more quickly. Because of the

use of the RAYTRACK program, the second approach could achieve the exact

flight puihlength calculation.
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Moincnium
setting

8 GeV/e 2

6 GcV/c2

4 GeV/c ^

K

0.99985

0.99973

0.99939

K

0.99810

0.99663

0.99247

Table 4.7; The [i on both 7T and K at the different spectrometer scttfni:s

The (i values were calculated for boih charged pious ami kaons on the

spectrometer al (he different momentum sctlinj/s l iable 4.7) The lime

differences between these particles hitting on H3 were calculated usinj!

these (} values, and are shown in (ahlc 4.S

Momentum
sellings

S (3cV/f -

6 CJeV/c "'

4 (ieV/c J

Particle
type

n

K

n

K

K

K

Time (psec.)

61219

61326

61226

61416

61247

61074

T u n e i h t l e i e n c e

( p s t \ - J

107

190

427

Table 4.8; Time differences on JI and K un H3.

S i n c e t he l i m e d i f f e r e n c e on the K ( i e V / c s e t t i n i ! w a s s h o w n to he

s m a l l e r t h a n the t i m e r e s o l u t i o n n f the p-A se t -up o n the s p e c t r o m e t e r it u ; is

c o n c l u d e d t h a t p a r t i c l e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n b \ t he t i m e - o l l l i ; j h t w a s e s s e n t i a l l y

i m p o s s i b l e . T h e r e f o r e , a l l t h r e e d i l ' l e r e n l i n i - l l m d s c o u l d be u s e d I i n

r e c o n s t r u c t i o n p r o c e d u r e s . I n c o n c l u s i o n , o n S ( i e \ ' / c p - A p i o i i t n i i . u e i e d

d a t a , the c h o i c e o f m e t h o d is a m a t t e r o f p e r s o n a l p r e l e r e n c e . p r o v i d e d a



proper neigbouring slat cut is used lor the analysis. On Ihc (i GcV/c : setting,

pions and kaons gave a small time difference, which was just above the time

resolution limit on the spectrometer. The mean and maximum track length

differences on the H3 calculated using the LOOKUP table and TRACHBACK

methods were approximately 60 cm and 120 cm, respectively. These values

corresponded to 10 and 20 psec. mean and maximum time-of-llight values

delected on a H3 slat. To identify particles most precisely, and hence

eliminate unwanted particles to perform more accurate physical analyses,

the TRACKBACK method was prefered. On the 4 GeV/c : setting, because of the

more pronounced time difference between charged pions and kaons, all

three methods were able to identify particles without d i f f i cu l t y .

Furthermore, on 4 GeV/c : data sets all the above methods could be used for

track reconstruction assuming the differences between these methods were

negligible. Since the statistical agreement of the different methods for both

6 and 8 G e V / c data sets had been shown in the comparison studies it was

assumed that the three methods were also consistent for 4 GeV/c" data sets.

and the comparative Mudy on 4 GeV/c : data sets was not carried mil.

In this thesis, all of the data were reconstructed using the mixed method
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4.10 NA44 Analysis

4.10.1. Two Pion Event Selections

The physical analysis was per lor me it using dala. which contained

reconstructed track information from the experiments. During the analysis.

several different restrictions were applied in order to purify the events

within the consistent acceptance region for p-Bc. p-S and p-l'h data sets at 4

and 8 G e V / c : nominal spectrometer momentum settings. All cuts are listed in

table 4.9 and described below.

\

p-Be
Hor
8GeV

Hor
8GeV

p-Pb
Hor
8GeV

p-Pb
Hor
4GeV

p-Pb
Ver
4GeV

Cerenkov cuts

480SCl(H)S750
80SC2(H)S550

275SC1(L)£500
75SC2a)S400

275 S CIS 500
75SC2S400

300 <. CIS 550
8OSC2S5OO

5OOSCIS8OO
O.OSC2S140

450 S CIS 800
20SC2S140

Mass Square cuts

H(2) S 2.0

H(3) S 0.65

H(2) S 2.0

H(3) S 0.65

H(2) S 2.0

H(3)S0.65

H(2) S 0.45

H(3) S 0.25

H(2)S0.45

H(3)S0.25

Veio(TDC) cut

Veto < 3900

Velo<3900

Veto < 3900

Veto < 3900

Veto < 3900

TO(TDC) cut

1000STOS1200

1000 ST0S 1200

IO0OSTOS12O0

1000 STOS 1200

1000 STOS 1200

Ncigbouring
slat cut

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 4.9; List of all cuts applied on different data sets.

4.10.1.1. Veto TDC Cut

T h e r e was a veto counter b e t w e e n the target and the s i l icon pad de t ec to r
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as discussed in section 4.2.5. For the purpose of rejecting off-center track

events, which did not pass through a central hole, a veto TDC cut of (veto(TI)C

channel)) > 3900 was applied.

4.10.1.2. Time-Zero (TO) TDC Cut

Since ull data were collected during long periods, pedestal value shifts

on photomultiplier tubes occured due to temperature drifts during the

experiment. Typical TO TDC shifts were observed as in figure 4.17. The TO

counter was used as a start counter in p-A experiments (explained in section

4.2). a TO TDC cut of 1000 < <T0(TDC channel)) < 1200 was used.

80000

70000

60000

50OOO

40000

30000

20000

10000

0 "r , , , , 1 , . , , Vy

80000

70000

60000

50000

40000

30000

20000

10000

n

"—

'-

'-

~

r

'-

'-

1(1F i i i i I i i . i I / . M l i I i i i i

500 1000 1500 2000
TDC chonnels

TO.top TDC

500 1000 1500 2000
TDC channels

TO.bottom TDC

Figure 4.17; TO TDC signal distribution. (Arrows indicate cut values.)

4.10.1.3. Silicon Multiplicity Cut

The silicon multiplicity distributions of the p-Be and p-S data sets were

relatively similar, as shown in figure 4.18. However, the p-Pb data set

showed a silicon multiplicity distribution up to approximately 60. A silicon
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multiplicity cut. 2 < (silicon multiplicity) < 20. was applied to the p-l'h data

when evaluating the target dependence, so that the mult ipl ici ty was

approximately the same lor the other targets and there were sufficient

statistics in both one and two dimensional analyses. For a comparative study

of different p-Ph data sets, using 4 anil 8 CieV/c : horizontal and 4 ( i eV/c"

vertical data, a cut of 8 < (silicon multiplicity) was used. The silicon

multiplicity data was used as a rough estimate of the chaigeil panic le

multiplicity in the analysis. No correction has been applied.

Multiplicity
Silicon Multiplicity on p —Be

Multiplicity
Silicon Multiplicity on p — S

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

0 i I . . , I . . .

0 20 40 60 80 100

Multiplicity
20 40 60 80 100

M u l t i p l i c i t y, :ity Multiplicity

Silicon Multiplicity on p-Pb 8 GeV/c2 Silicon Multiplicity on p-Pb 8 GeV/c

Figure 4.18; Silicon multiplicity distribution plots.
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4.10.1.4. Cerenkov Cut

As mentioned in earlier sections (4.4 and 4.7.1), two Cerenkov threshold

counters could be used to distinguish different particles. The signals were

used in the trigger. Using CI and C2 ADC information, it was possible to

further select two pion events, and electrons could be eliminated. Because

several different Cerenkov gas pressure settings were used in the p-A

experiments, different Cerenkov cuts were assigned as listed in table 4.9.

Typical signal distributions of two track events on 4 and 8 GeV/c : settings are

shown in figure 4.19.

O 100 300 »O 400 HO US ?90 100 100 lOOO

4130

4030

i 500

3090

2500

3000

1500

' 000

500
- ^^^K

tOO 300 300 *00 »00 BOO 790 BOO »30

0 tOO 300 300 400 » 0 600 '00 600 BOO 'MO 0 100 700 300 i » &C0 600 7 » »00 SM 1000

Cr«<*o* 12 - i l " LO- P'lllv'1 S«i;^ (p-Bt)
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O t » 2M 300 *M 500 6C0 700 600 40-3 'MO O I DO TOO 300 * M MM 630 700 600 500" • 000

Figure 4.19; Signals from the Cerenkov detectors and selection of llie two

track events. (On C l , both II and K were detected, and t he first

and second peaks were attributed to single and double 7t events.

respectively. On C2, only TC events were detected, and the
shaded parts of the plots were accepted as two track events.)

.10.1.5. Mass Square Cut

Using reconstructed track and time of flight informations on 112 and M3

e particle identification was accomplished by calculating the mass square

lues. i.e.

Mass- =
2

B -
c . (TÖF,, f fw l + f O F ) . TDCpa,,,

l e re

P = reconstructed momentum

(j = (he velocity of Ihe panicle

d = flight pathlength from the target to the detector

c = the light velocity
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TOF = time-of-flight value for the particle on the hodoscopc

TOF,,ffsoi = flight time from a target to the detector with the light
velocity c

TDCg;,jn= a conversion constant parameter for the TDC channel to
time (50 nsec/ch).

The identification of different types of particles, ie Jt, K or proton, was

accomplished by restricting the mass square values calculated using the

information from the second and third hodoscopes during the analysis. The

mass square restrictions used on the different p-A data sets are listed in

table 4.9. For the reason explained in section 4.9.5, only rough mass square

cuts were used on all 8 GeV/c2 data sets, such as (Mass-(H2)) < 2.0 and

(Mass'lH.?)) 5 0.65. However, on 4 GcV/c2 data sets more precise cuts of

(Mass2(H2)) < 0.40 and (Mass:(H3)) < 0.25 were applied to select pions, figure

4.20.

0003

SOC3

0

-

. . . . I . , - r

i s - i • : s o c s i

Figure 4.20; Mass square projection histograms on H3 for 8 and 4GeV/c :

data sets.

4.10.1.6. Neigbouring Slat Cut

Two tracks within the same event were required to be separated by at
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least one empty slat on the hodoscopes. This ncighouring slat cut reduces the

acceptance but minimizes systematic errors, as it has heen seen in the

comparison of the different track reconstruction method, section 4.9.4. It

also suppresses a fake enhancement at very low y~ caused by incorrect

reconstructions of a single track as two tracks. All correction factors are of

course calculated using this cut.

4.11. Different Corrections Applied in the Analysis

In the physical analysis three different kinds ot corrections were

applied on the Bose-Hinstein correlation of the raw experimental data, such

as

Ccorr(k|'. k:'i = C,'||j-j(k[. k:') * Kcolll{ k i". ki) * KSi>c<k| . k:'i * K,t,p,(k| . k:'i

w h e r e

K{-OU|(k| . ki) = the Coulomb Interaction Correction

Kspr(k| • k:> = the Single Particle Correction

K,\ccpi(k| . ki) = the Acceptance Correction

The principles and procedures for each correction are discussed below.

4.11.1. The Single Particle Correction

The raw correlation function is calculated as

r&MA.,r JV*. R(k| . k 2 )

B(k, . k:)

w h e t e

k, = particle niomenta

R(k| , k i ) = the distribution of two Hack events

B(k| , ki) — the background distribution constructed from tracks

7 1



mixed randomly from all events used to form R(k| , k;>).
Ten events were selected randomly to form the
background pairs, and one particle in each event was

selected to create a new event for ihe B(k| , ki>
distribution.

The event mixing technique is based on two individual single tracks

chosen randomly from a distribution obtained by reducing two track events

to single tracks.

B(k, .k:) =

The background distribution differs from the ideal uncorrelated two particle

spectrum due to the effect of the two particle correlations on the single

particle spectrum. B(k| , k2) was treated as being created from the single

particle spectrum B(k). An 'uncorrelated' single panicle spectrum could be

obtained by use of the observed correlations and two particle spectrum,

k- CSpr(k,,k2)

Cspc = the fitted two particle correlation.

As it was impossible to determine the true two particle correlations in

advance, the values were estimated and then iterated from the calculated

'correlation free' single particle spectrum. The following relationships were

obtained with the single particle spectrum, Bspf(k|), taken from the two

particle event data.

[ = ^ R(k|, k2').
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B'(k, ,k2)

with i = O, 1, . . . .

whe re

Bj;p(!(k|) = the single particle reference created from the data set

corrected with the two particle correlation Cjjpf
calculated from the last iteration.

B'(k|. k:) = the two particle reference created from the corrected

single particle reference. Bi;pc(k|).

The Cspc was represented by a Gaussian distribution.

C.spc(Q) = A( 1 + Xc-O:*R"')

whe re

Q = the four momentum transfer.

The single particle correction factor, K.spo w « s calculated as

KSPC(Q) = — — •
B°(Q)

with B'(Q) from the last iteration.

This technique is able to correct the distortion of the single particle

spectrum due to the two particle correlation of the particles within the

acceptance of the detectors, however it is not capable of fully correcting for

the distortion due to the correlations with particles outside the acceptance.

This distortion effect on the single particle spectrum was estimated to be

small. A typical single particle correction distribution is shown in f igure

4.21.
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Figure 4.21; Typical single particle correction factor distributions on 8 and
4 GeV/c2 settings.

4.11.2. Coulomb Interaction Correction

For charged particle pairs, two particle correlations arise also from

Coulomb interaction. In order to extract the Bose-Kinstein correlation effect,

a correction must be made for the Coulomb interaction, using either the

Coulomb wave function integration method or the standard Gamow

correction method. The main difference between the two approaches is that

for large nucleus-nucleus particle sources, the Gamow correction tends to

reduce the extracted radius parameter by approximately I '/< for a 2 fermi

Gaussian source and 10 '7r for a 20 fermi Gaussian source |6S| as compared to

the supposedly more accurate Coulomb wave method. Some comparison

studies of this correction using two different methods on both pion and kaon

correlations can be found in elsewhere [63. 69| In ibis thesis, the Coulomb

interaction correction was carried out by the standard Gamow correction, i.e.

the following Gamow weight was used to f i l l histograms:

Gamow weight =
exp(2 7t X\) - I'
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where

—

As shown in figure 4.22, this correction increases the height of correlation

at low Q values, Q < 20 MeV.

A possible screening effect due to oppositely charged particles in a

high-particle-density environment was not taken into consideration. Since

data sets used in this analysis had low particle densities, such effects should

not influence the results significantly.

Figure 4.22; Gamow correction factor distribution.

4.11.3. Acceptance Correction

The spectrometer covers only a small portion of the phase space and it is

necessary to correct for the acceptance to obtain meaningful results. Thus,

the inclusive spectra was corrected for the geometrical acceptance, which is
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a dominant effect, as well as for other effects described above.

This correction was applied to the distribution of the two particle

spectrum due to the finite momentum resolution and the two particle

acceptance of the detectors. It was calculated from the known resolution of

the spectrometer following the brief discription below.

Randomly generated single tracks with flat rapidity and exponentially

falling pi distributions within the NA44 momentum acceptance were

reconstructed by the NA44 analysis program to produce ?t+ Jt+ events. The

multiple scattering effects were included during the tracking. Then, for

each projected particle, momentum components and hit slat addresses on

each hodoscope were defined. In order to calculate both input and

reconstructed event correlations, a correlation distribution from an

appropriate experimental result also taking into account the Gamow effect

was weighted to fill four momentum difference, Q, histograms. To calculate

the acceptance correction, the ratio of correlations between (he input two

track events and reconstructed two track events was used as below. The

acceptance correction factor. KAapi(Q). was calculated as

where
Cjn(Q) = correlation of the input four momentum transfer. Q, on two

track events to the Monte Carlo program.

Cfjt(Q) = correlation of the output four momentum transfer. Q. on
reconstructed two track events from the Monte Carlo progra

A typical acceptance correction factor distribution is shown in figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23; Acceptance correction factor distribution.

4.12. The p-A Correlation Results

The numbers of accepted two track events for analysis after various

combinations of cuts are listed in table 4.10. Using these events both one

and two dimensional two pion correlation analysis was carried out. Then, a

Gaussian fit, explained in section 2.1, was applied. The typical slice

histograms of the p-Be two dimensional analysis results are shown in figure

4.24. As the first bins gave an enhancement due to poor statistics and the

large Gamow correction effect, discussed in section 4.11.2, the parametei

values were examined with exclusion of the first bins on the fit, see table

4.11. Both p-Be and p-S results were consistent with or without excluding up

to the first three bins on the fit. Only X2/NDFs values changed on the fitting

when these bins were excluded. Thus, these data sets have rather small

systematic errors. Contrary to these data sets, all p-Pb results had drastic

decreases of parameter and X^NDFs values by the Gaussian fit when the first

few bins were exculded, table 4.11 and figure 4.25. An exclusion of first

bins for a fitting didn't stabilize the parameter values, which tended to

decrease further with more bin exclusions. Thus, it was difficult to estimate
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the parameter values. This was not only caused by poor statistics on the first

bins, but also the use of too thick Pb targets in the experiments, so that there

were too many multiple scatterings. Therefore, the proper corrections, with

precise multiple scattering effects, had to be applied during the analysis.

p-Be
Hor
8GcV

Hor
8 GeV

p-Pb
Hor
8 GeV
(1)

Hor
8 GeV
(2)

p-Pb
Hor
4 GeV

p-Pb
Ver
4 GeV

HI

158698
(169627)

91099
(93088)

110404
(113754)

60062

176433
(181841)

176112
(182477)

12)

1.18876
(148575)

79501
(81160)

93228
(96280)

52664

137942
(142595)

145967
(140501)

131

119391
(1277091

64669
(66018)

67467
(69529)

VMS

135356
(139634)

136737
(141834)

| 4 |

113040
(120964)

61156
(62493)

61538
(63523)

34781

124841
(128987)

129285
(129794)

{1) Target area and Neigbouring slat cuts
{21 Target area, Neigbouring slat and Mass square cuts
(3) Target areu, Ncigbouring slat and Cerenkov cuts
{4) All cuts

(Number) indicates number of reconstructed two track events without silicon multiplicity cut

2 < A silicon multiplicity cut < 20 was applied on p-Be. p-S and p-Pb Hor 8OeV (1) data sets
A silicon multiplicity cut > 8 was applied on p-Pb Hor 8 GeV (2) and p-Pb 4 GeV dala sets

Table 4.10; Numbers of accepted (wo track events after different cuts.

The Monte Carlo study showed the momentum resolutions on different data

sets to be p-Be (8 GeV/c :) = 13 Mev, p-S (8 GeV/c2) = 14 MeV. p-Pb (8 GeV/e :) =

19 MeV, p-Pb (4 GeV/c : horizontal) = 22 MeV and p-Pb (4 GeV/c : vertical) = 29

MeV, respectively. The systematic errors in the p-Pb data sets were

considered to be larger due to twofold worse resolution than in the p-Be or p-

S reactions, caused in part by the difficulties of correcting for multiple

scattering effects. Furthermore, since a general correlation CMIIVC

distribution deviates from (he Gaussian curve b> enhancing the first a few
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bins it results in a worse %2 fit- figure 4.24 and 4 .25. Using the parameter

values listed in table 4.11, the systematic errors were calculated to be <X> =

0.02, <R,> = 0.10,<R|> = 0.28 for p-Be and p-S data sets, >ind <X> = 0.04, <R,> = 0.20

and <R|> = 0.60 for all p-Pb data sets, respectively, since the 4 GeV/c2 vertical

data had a very narrow Qi acceptance range it was impossible to accomplish a

two dimensional analysis in (Q,, Qi), figure 4.26. For the studies below

parameters were obtained by the Gaussian fit, excluding the first bin for p-

Be and p-S data and first two bins for p-Pb one dimensional analysis results.

and with X2/NDFs less than 1.6 in the two dimensional analysis.

005 0 1 015 02
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Figure 4.24; Q< and Q| slice hisioj:r;ims on (IK- p-Bi- rcsulis.

p-Be

Fit

Fit

Fie

Fit

Fit

(no correction)

on all bins

without 1 bin

without 2 bins

without 3 bins

without 4 bins

0.89

0 89

0.89

0.90

0.91

N

± 0.01

t 0.01

± 0.01

±0.01

±0.01

0.29

0.29

0.30

0.30

0.31

X

±0.01

±0.01

±0.01

±0.01

±0.02

1

1

1

1

R(inv)

.71 ±0.09

.73 ±0.09

.76 ±0.09

.79 ±0.10

.85 ±0.12

X2/NDFs

50.72/32

45.74/31

44.07/30

43.20/29

42.09/28



p-Pb 8 GeV/c2(l)
(no correction)

Fit on all bins

Fit without 1 bin

Fit without 2 bins

Fit without 3 bins

Fit without 4 bins

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

N

± 0.01

±0.01

± 001

±0.0]

±0.01

X

0.40 ± 0.02

0.39 ± 0.02

0.36 ±0.02

0.35 ±0.03

0.32 ± 0.03

R(

2.18

2.11

1.8<S

1.7°

1.63

inv)

±0.17

±0.17

±0.16

±0.17

±0.19

x3

78

66

41

40

36

^NDFs

76/32

.43/31

.59/30

.49/29

83/28

p-Pb 4 GeV/c 2 Hor.
(no correction)

Fit on all bins

Fit without 1 bin

Fit without 2 bins

Fit without 3 bins

Fit without 4 bins

N

0.89 ± 0.01

0.89 ± 0.01

0.90 ± 0.01

0.91 ±0.01

0.92 ±0.01

X

0.26 ±0.01

0.26 ±0.01

0 25 ±0.01

0.25 ±0.01

0.24 ±0.01

R(inv)

2.02 ±0.11

2.03 ±0.11

1.98 ±0.12

1.98 ±0.13

1.91 ±0.14

X^NDFs

19.93/32

19.89/31

18.26/30

18.19/29

17.04/28

Table 4.11 (1); Bose-Kinstein correlation results by a Gaussian lit with

exclusion of first bins. (No corrections applied.) (p-S and

p-Pb 4 G e V / c : vertical results are similar to ones on the

p-Be and p-Pb 4 G e V / c : data sets, respectively.)

p-Be

Fit

Fit

Fit

Fit

Fit

p-s

Fit

Fit

Fit

Fit

Fit

(with corrections)

on all bins

without 1 bin

without 2 bins

without 3 bins

without 4 bins

(with corrections)

on all bins

without 1 bin

without 2 bins

without 3 bins

without 4 bins

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.89

N

±0.01

± 0.01

±0.01

±0.01

±0.01

N

± 0.01

± 0.01

± 0.01

±0.01

±0.01

0.45

0.44

0.43

0.41

0.40

0.44

0.43

0.41

0.39

0.37

X

±0.01

±0.01

±0.01

±0.01

±0.02

±0.02

±0.02

±0.02

±0.02

±0.02

R(inv)

2.17 ±0.08

2.12 ±0.08

2.01 ±0.08

1.93 ±0.09

1.88 ±0.10

R(inv)

2.08 ± 0.11

2.03 ±0.11

1.92 ±0.11

1.76 ±0.11

1.70 ±0.11

X^NDFs

101.92/32

77 .95 /3 !

61.33/30

56.82/29

55.65/28

X^NDFs

66.56/32

55.05/31

43.23/30

28.38/29

26.62/28
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p-Pb 8 GeV/c2(I)
(with correction)

Fit on all bins

Fil without 1 bin

Fit without 2 bins

Fit without 3 bins

Fit without 4 bins

N

0.85 ± 001

0.85 ± 0.0!

0.85 ± 0.01

0.86 ±0.01

0.87 ±0.01

X

0.61 ±0.03

0.58 ±0.03

0.50 ± 0.03

0.46 ± 0.03

0.41 ±0.03

R(inv)

2.78 ±0.19

2.55 ±0.16

2.10 ±0 14

1.91 ±0.14

1.70 ±0.15

X^NDFs

193 .65 /32

129.08/31

5 6 . 1 7 / 3 0

4 7 . 2 9 / 2 9

38 .66 /28

p-Pb g CeV/c 2 (2)
(with correction)

Fit on all bins

Fit without 1 bin

Fit without 2 bins

Fit without 3 bins

Fit without 4 bins

N

0.85 t O.01

0.85 ± 0.01

0.86 ± 0.01

0.87 ±0.01

0.88 ±0 01

X

0.61 ±0.02

0.58 ±0.02

0.50 ± 0.02

0.46 ± 0.02

0.43 ± 0.02

R(inv)

2.68 ±0.13

2.49 ±0.12

2.12 + 0.10

1.95 ±0.10

1.83 ±0.11

X^NDFs

256.91/32

164.76/31

58.02/30

42.30/29

36.29/28

p-Pb 4 GeV/c 2 Hor.
(with correction)

Fit on all bins

Fit without 1 bin

Fit without 2 bins

Fit without 3 bins

Fit without 4 bins

N

0.86 ± 0.01

0.86 ± 0.01

0.86 ± 0.01

0.87 ±0.01

0 88 ±0.01

X

0.46 ±0.01

0.44 + 0.01

0.40 ±0,01

0.38 ±0.01

0.35 t 0.02

R(inv)

2.81 ±0.11

2.60 ±0.10

2.24 ±0.09

2.04 ±0.10

1.87 t 0,11

X^NDFs

235.92/32

124.19/31

48.32/30

32.38/29

22.78/28

p-Pb 4 GeV/c 2 Ver.
(with correction)

Fit on all bins

Fit without 1 bin

Fit without 2 bins

Fit without 3 bins

Fit without 4 bins

N

0.92 ± 0.01

0.91 ± 0.01

0.92 ± 0.01

0.92 ±0.01

0.92 ±0.01

X

C.42 ±0.02

0.40 ± 0.02

0.35 ±0.01

0.32 ±0.01

0.30 ±0.02

R(inv)

2.70 ±0.12

2.51 ±0.12

2.23 ±0.11

2.03 ±0.11

1.87 ±0.12

X^NDFs

156 86/32

100.60/31

57.27/30

41.24/29

31.69/28

Table 4.11 (2); Bose-Einstein correlation results by a Gau-sian til with
exclusion of first bins. (All corrections applied.)
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Dm set

p-Be

p-S

p-Pb 8 GeV/c2 (I)

p-Pb 8 GeV/c2(l)

p-Pb 4 GeV/c 2 Hor.

p-Pb 4 GeV/c 2 Ver.

N

0.87 ± 0.01

80.27 ± 0.02

0.87 ± 0.02

0.87 ± 0.01

0.89 ± 0.01

0.90 ± 0.02

X

0.27 ± 0.02

0.27 ± 0.03

0.36 1 0.03

0.36 ± 0.02

0.23 ± 0.01

0.25 ± 0.02

Rt

1.61 ± 0.15

1.64 10.22

2.68 ± 0.14

2.21 ± 0.18

2.06 ±0.14

1.90 ± 0.22

Rl

1.42 ± 0.28

1.21 ± 0.33

1.73 ± 0.57

1.55 t 0.35

xxxxx

XTOOC

tf/NDFs

348.04/300

295.76/275

307.82/243

299.26/270

202.88/226

131.56/129

Table 4.11 (3); Bose-Einstein correlation results by a Gaussian fit with
exclusion of first bins. (No correction applied.)

p-Be

Fit on all bins

Fit without
bin(Qt)'bin(QI)

Fit without
bin(Qi)«bin(QI)

Fit without
bin(Qt)*bin(QI)

S 1

S 2

S 4

N

0.86 ±

0.86 ±

0.86 ±

0.85 ±

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

X

0.41 ± 0.01

0.40 ± 0.01

0.40 ± 0.01

0.38 ± 0.02

Rt

2.10 ±

2.05 1

1.99 ±

1.89 ±

0.10

0.07

0.10

0.19

Rl

2.34 ±

2.23 ±

2.18 ±

1.90 ±

0.20

0.19

0.20

0.21

tf/NDFs

499.02/298

456.35/297

453.61/295

426.48/290

p-s

Fit on all bins

Fit without
bin(Qt)*bin(Ql)

Fit without
bin(Qt)*bin(QI)

Fit without
bin(Qt)'bin(QI)

i

S

1

2

4

N

0.86 ± 0.01

0.86 1 0.01

0.86 t 0.01

0.84 1 0.02

X

0.40 ±

0.40 t

0.39 t

0.36 1

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

Rt

2.22 ±

2.17 ±

2.09 ±

1.85 1

0.16

0.15

0.16

0.19

Rl

1.89 t 0.26

1.84 ± 0.25

1.77 ± 0.26

1.44 ± 0.26

^/NDF»

413.11/280

406.78/279

403.04/275

375.99/272
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p-Pb 8 CeV/c 2

Fit on all bins

Fit without
bin(Qt)"bin(Q!)

Fit without
bin(Qi)*bin(QI)

Fit without
bin(Qt)*bin(Ql)

(1)

S 1

S 2

S 4

N

0.87 ±

0.84 ±

0.82 ±

0 80±

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

X

0 65 ±

0.54 ±

0.46 ±

0.41 ±

0.05

0.03

0,02

0.03

Rt

3.54 ±

2.73 ±

2.22 ±

1.90 ±

0.42

0.23

0.16

0.16

Rl

3.82 ±

2.85 t

2.04 t

1.21 ±

0.59

0.40

0.36

0.41

tf/NDF»

517.41/248

428.87/247

361.06/245

327.41/240

p-Pb 8 GeV/c 2

Fit on all bins

Fit without
bin(Qc)'bin(Ql)

Fit without
bin(Qt)'bin(Ql)

Fit without
bin(Qt)»bin(QI)

(2)

S

S

£

1

2

4

N

0.85 ±

0.84 ±

0.82 ±

0.81 t

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.57 t 0.02

0.53 ± 0.02

0.47 ± 0.03

0.43 ± 0.02

Rt

2.90 ±

2.54 ±

2.15 ±

1.89 i

0.19

0.17

0.15

0.12

Rl

2.82 ±

2.38 ±

1.87 ±

1.41 1

0.30

0.26

0.26

0.26

X*/NDFs

589.84/272

460.93/271

34'' .05/269

304.76/264

p-Pb 4 OeV/c 2

Fit on all bins

Fil wiihoui
bin(Qt)*bin(QI)

Fil without
bin(Ql)'bin(QI)

Fit without
bin(Qi)*bin(Ql)

Hor.

S 1

S 2

S 4

N

0.86 ±

0.86 ±

0.85 ±

0.84 ±

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

X

0.44 ±

0.42 ±

0.39 ±

0.35 i

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Rt

2.85 ±

2.68 t

2.43 ±

2.15 ±

0.10

0.06

0.10

0.10

Rl

2.30 ±

2.03 ±

1.60 ±

1.01 ±

0.20

0.20

0.22

0.32

X2/NDFs

509.16/227

427.07/226

358.94/224

308.27/219

p-Pb 4 GeV/c 2

Fit on all bins

Fit without
bin(Qt)'bin(QI)

Fit without
bin(Qt)'bin(Ql)

Fit without
bin(Qi)'bin(QI)

Ver,

i I

S 2

£ 4

N

0.90 ±

0.89 ±

0.88 1

0.87 ±

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

X

0.38 ± 0 01

0.37 ± 0.01

0.35 ± 0.01

0.33 ± 0.01

Rt

2.51 ±

2.38 t

2.20 ±

2.30 ±

0.14

0.11

0.11

0,12

Rl

xxxxx

3COCW

X^/NDF»

288.20/126

236.11/125

200.55/123

183.01/118

Table 4.11 (4); Bose-Einstein correlation results by a Gaussian fit with
exclusion of first bins. (All corrections applied.)
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Figure 4.25 (1); Q, and Qi slice histograms on the p-Pb 8 Ge V/c2 horizontal
setting results with silicon multiplicities greater than 8.
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Figure 4.25 (2); Q, and Qi slice histograms on the p-Pb 4 GcV/c : horizontal
setting results with silicon multiplicities greater (han 8.
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Figure 4.26; Two dimensional display ( Qi and . ' of p-Pb 4 G e V / c : vertical
setting results. (Without c o r .•»',,,..<.)

4.12.1. Comparison of p-Be Results between NA34/1
and NA44 Experiments

A typical distribution of p t vs. rapidity. Yr,,p for the NA44 experiment, is

shown in figure 4.27. It covers a small acceptance area compared to the

NA3I/ I , where the acceptance was defined by 3.2 < y| ; tb < 4.0 and 0.1 < pi 2.0,

In order to examine the consis tencies of results from the two

independent experiments, a comparative study of parameters resulting from

the p-Be one dimensional analysis, table 4.11, was carried out The NA44

experiment has a very fine momentum resolution; the momentum resolution

— I is better than 0.25 rk , whereas the NA34/I has a relative momentum

resolution of 20%. The NA44 momentum resolution was ar ificially worsend

by adding randomly generated Gaussian distr ibution errors. The one

dimensional correlation function was calculated for different momentum

reso lu t ions , f igure 4.28. Since the product of acceptance and single
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particle correction factors gave a very flat distribution, only the Oamow

effect correlation was applied in this study. Both chaoticily and radius

parameters from the two experiments are similar within the statistical errors

resulting from as the poor momentum resolution of NA34/I which has a

dramatic influence on the measured correlation parameters.

Pt'O"! * • '''CP -ith eul»

Figure 4.27; NA44 acceptance. ( p, vs. Yr,,p)
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Figure 4.28; Comparison of p-Be results from HKLIOS/I nid NA44.
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4.12.2. Comparison of p-Be with p-p.

At top 1SR and p-p collider energies the one dimensional radius

parumeler, R(inv), was found to depend on the multiplicity density, f igure

4.29 [70, 71, 72]. On the other hand, no such dependence seemed to exist for

the SPS, both NA22 (K+-p, 7I+-p) and NA23 (p-p) exhibited no multiplicity

dependence (73, 74], as well as the SFM collaboration at the lowest ISR energy

[71]. These SPS experiments on a hydrogen target ;ill showed R = 0.7 fermi in

the Gaussian description of the data. From string models an expectation was

made to be R = I fermi due to single string effects as seen in e+-c

annihilations; larger R values suggest more complicated schemes within this

type of model. Larger sources might be explained within hydrodynainical

models [75, 76]. Looking at the p-Be results, the behavior is seen to be

different from the p-p collisions with a similar particle density. The p-Be

results indicate the presence of an effect due to the target.

Preliminary results for 7t+ , K+ interactions on Al and An by the KHS-

NA22 collaboration also indicates an effect due to target size [77]. Data from

Dubna and Bevalac for relativistic heavy-ion collisions exhibits only a

dependence on the projectile size [78], and no larget size dependence.
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Figure 4.29; Comparison plot of R(inv) from p-Be and p-p results.
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4.12.3. Consistency Study of Different p-Pb Data Sets

In this study p-Pb data at 8 GeV/c2 and 4 GeV/c : horizontal and 4 GeV/c2

vertical settings were employed. A silicon multiplicity cut of larger than 8

was applied, to data sets, in order to prepare higher statistical samples for the

analysis. The mean multiplicities were then .similar to each other.

Furthermore, an 8 GeV/c' set consisting of events with 2 < (silicon

multiplicity) < 20 was also used for comparison. All cut values applied to

these data sets were as in table 4.9. The mean transversal momentums on all

data sets were also shown to be similar. Thus, it is not necessary to take an

eventual transversal mass, m,. dependence into consideration. Results from

both one and two dimensional analyses are shown in table 4.11.

The results showed that both 4 and 8 GeV/c2 horizontal setting data sets

gave similar parameter values within the statistical errors, see in t a b l e

4.11. A discussion appeared in section 4.12. The p-Pb 4 GeV/c2 horizontal

setting results obtained here seem to be statistically inconsistent with the

previous NA44 publication [60, 79], even though both results were obtained

by a fit ignoring the first bin. However, it is impossible to investigate details

of the analysis in oeder to trace the reasons causing differences in the final

results, since there are no intermediate documents kept on the earlier results

used for the publication. As a result, the differences are considered to be due

to systematic errors in the analysis, which give an additional 10 ek error in

the parameter values. Further detailed investigation of the analysis on this

data set is required to ensure the quality of published results and to reduce

the systematic errors.

4.12.4. Target Dependence Study

The target study was conducted using one dimensional correlation

results. During this study, the transversal mass, ni|. dependence of a

hydrodynamic model was also found to be negligible within the statistical

errors as in the previous section.
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Considering a collision geometry as shown in figure 4.30, the collision

reaction volume can be calculated as

V = | Ä h 2 ( 3 R , , - h ) + R g H ) t

where
i

RII = rn A3

i
Rj> = TQ A3

b

r o = 1-15 fermi

Furthermore, if the value h is very small, Rh«R, , as in heavier target mass

cases, the reaction volume can be approximated to a cylinder, so that the

curvatures at both ends are negligible. Thence, the relationships between

the target volume and a cylindrical reaction volume can be estimated as

V-((ÄR2). (2R, , ) )

The volume radius, rV0|(A), is expressed as

The one-dimensional fit r(inv) is often referred to as a mean volume

value, i.e. rvo|(A). Using this approximation formula, the corresponding
rvol(A) for the different collisions were calculated and plotted against the

parameters obtained by the one dimensional correlation analysis (figure

4 .31 ) . As shown in the figures, both chaocity and invariant radius

parameter distributions were indicated to be very weakly dependent on

Furthermore, the relationships
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Rit =

are valid where R( and R| are radius parameters in both transversal and

longitudinal directions. Moreover, on the p-A cases,

Rh - proton radius.

Rit = target radius,

so that the transversal radius should not change with the size of different

targets .

However, the radius parameters obtained by the two dimensional

analysis increase in both directions with respect to heavier target masses.

table 4.11. As a result, the volume radius, rVOi(A), is not a suitable scale to

describe the hadronic interactions and a pure geometrical interpretation of

Ri and R| is not valid.

Figure 4.30; Schematic of a Wision geometry.
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Figure 4.31; Graphs ofrV0|(A) vs. R(inv.) and chaoticity parameter.

4.12.5. Charged Particle Multiplicity Density
Dependence Study

Some ten years ago two experiments at the CERN ISR, the Axial-Field-

Spectrometer and the Split-Field-Magnet collaborations, reported that the

size of the Bose-Einstein correlation seemed to depend only on the particle

densities, & , in the final state of p-p. p-p and Ct-Ot interactions. The radius
dy

parameter increased approximately proportional to the cube-root of &-, but
dy

the chaoticity parameter decreased for increasing * i [4, 70, 71, 80, 81]. At the

lower SPS energies no such effect was found for p and It induced reactions [4,

82]. However in heavy ion reaction at SPS the N.«35 collaboration has

recently reported an increase of the transversal radius parameter
approximately proportional to the cube-root of ^ [83, 84]. Such a

dy

dependence on particle density is naturally explained in a hydrodynamic

picture of the interaction, ie. after the initial collision an interaction volume

is spanned by the many produced particles rescattering with each other.
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This volume expands until there is no further rescattering between the

particles, which is the moment of so-called decoupling or freeze-out. The

Bose-Einstein correlation depends on the size and time of the freeze-out.

Supposing the freeze-out occurs at a certain panicle density. nK. the

corresponding formula is immediately obtained as

discharged

dy

If instead the decoupling occurs at a time when the pion scattering length.

Xnn, is of the dimensions of the interaction volume, the formula is expressed

as

^ = 0 .69^5^=0 .85^hargnl

dy

This is obtained from

where

Vp = final volume = ̂  7t Rp

N = number of hadrons

Onn = 20 mbam = Jt-n cross section of 2 fermi2 as usually assumed

with an assumption that the freeze-out will occur at a radius Rp = kKK. More

details of these formulations can be found in elsewhere [85, 86, 87, 88].

In figure 4.32 and 4.33 NA44 results onR, and R| are plotted against
the mean charged particle densities, *Si, of each p-A data set. The mean

dy

silicon multiplicity values are used for an estimate of &-. In order to extend

the range of ̂  to larger values the results from the S-A interactions,

reconstructed by the TRACEBACK method, obtained within the collaboration

[89], are added. The different data sets have approximately the same mean m,

values.
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Figure 4.32; The transversal radius parameter, R,, vs. * i plot. (Solid line =

' • •R? + C: fit a.id broken line = Ci fit.)

Looking at the transversal radius, R,, vs. ** plot (figure 4.32), which
dy

includes both p-A and S-A results from NA44 and S-A results from NA35,

three statements can be made: (I) S-A results from both experiments are

consistent with each other. (2) NA44 p-A results can be added to the S-A
results, in order to extend the graph at the lower Q- region without any

dy

transitions. (3) The p-A results at the lowest densities indicate R, > 0 at these

densi t ies , v h e r e in any case this simple thermodynamic picture is not

expected to be valid. The {&$ and l^f dependences are examined by fitting
Vdy / \&fl

the following equations:

and

where

F| and F2 = proportionality factors.
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C| and C: = constant values.

Results show that both fittings can describe the data reasonably well. F | =

0.60 ± 0.05, C | = 1.06 ± 0.11. F2 = 0.23 ± 0.02 and C2 = 1.59 ± 0.08 with X'/NDF* =

8.80/12 and 8.11/12. respectively. From the adjustment to the formula with

P&P it is found that the particle density at freeze-out would be 1.73 + 0.43

K». fermi"3. A similar analysis of the early ISR results indicated a particle

density at decoupling of - 0.5 W*. fermi \

o » <o H n loo no i«o t«o iso IOO
Multipflcty Density " " " """** ; '»

Figure 4 . 3 3 ; The longitudinal radius parameter, R|. vs. iN p | O | . (Solid line

F2.JSN.P + C2 fit and broken line = Ft . jSlN.p + Ci fit.)
\dy/ Idy

The longitudinal radius parameter, R|. ploi (figure 4.33) shows a linear
increase of R| up to around *L = 50. Then, the distribution levels off to

increase less at higher multiplicities. This behaviour suggests a more
geometric expansion at lower *L values and a hydrodynamic expansion at

dy
higher d i . However, both l&f and l&y curves are capable of describing the

dy Vdy / \ity /

R| vs. t&&\ relationships with F | = 0 . 8 4 ± 0.09. C\ = 0 .3" ± 0.24, FT = 0.31 ± 0.03,
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C 2 * l 16 ± 0 17 and *2/NDFs = 28.60/12 and 25.97/12. respectively. Here, the

particle density at freeze-out is calculated to be 0.65 ± 0.20 u s . fermi3.
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4.34; TheR?. R, vs. /"j^j plot. (Solid line indicates + C fit.)

The R?. R| vs./ '(Öäj w a s plotted (figure 4.34). in order to compare with

the recent NA35 results 183. 84]. The parameters obtained from the tits of

FWdN\ + C are F = 0.60 ± 0.08. C = 463 ± 1.38 and x2/NDFs = 10.35/12. The

particle density at freeze-out is then calculated to be 1.85 ±0 .71 lu.fermi"-.

which is consistent with NA35 results (2.00 ± 0.15 n* fermi 3 with t}m>Vs =

0.84).

Concerning the third parameter, the chacticity, X, distribution in
figure 4.35, it might be stated that it increases roughly proportionally to * l

However the correlation with &- is not very clear as seen in the figure. It

shows that the distribution of \ is widely spread to form a band distribution,

with a width of approximately 0.2. This emphasizes that the behaviour of the

pion Bose-Einstein correlation in p-A and S-A interactions is different from

p-p and Ct-Ot interactions, which show a decreasing chaoticity parameter

with increasing particle densities.
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Figure 4.35; The chaoticity parameter, \, vs. 31 plot. (Solid line =

(dN]p
[dyldy

fit and broken line = F, (dN]p+Ci fit.)
[dyl

5, Conclusion

Results from two independent experiments, namely NA34/1 (HELIOS/1)

and NA44, are presented on a pion interferomelry analysis of p-A reactions

at 450 GeV/c. The following five statements can be made:

(1) It has shown that both experiments give consistent results.

(2) The Bose-Einstein correlation in p-Be collisions is shown to be different

from that observed in p-p interactions, so that the p-Be reaction can not be

approximated by the p-p interaction models.

(3) Comparing different analyses of the p-Pb 4 GeV/c2 horizontal data set, it

is evident that the results using a thick target have large systematic errors.
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(4) A simple geometrical interpretation of the R| and R\ behaviours for the

different p-A reactions are found to be inconsistent with the experimental

result*.

(5) The Rt and R\ dependences are described by a simple hydrodynamic

pkture of a freeze-out al a constant particle density.
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thinking for solving problems by using high technology and applying
fundamental principles in science is the most valuable way to seek answers
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